
F R I D AY & S AT U R D AY 
M I D N I G H T S !

CULT CLASS ICS
Friday, July 9 & Saturday, July 10
New 35mm Print!
PINK FLAMINGOS
at midnight
(1972) dir John Waters w/Divine, David Lochary, Mary
Vivian Pearce, Mink Stole, Danny Mills [108 min]
John Waters is the king of midnight movies and this is
one of his defining films. PINK F L A M I N G O S relates the
adventures of the sleaziest people alive andtheir efforts
to hold onto their title. The immortal Divine is in the lead
as the Queen of Sleaze and she does combat with Mink
Stole as the attemoted usurper of her throne. Sick, twist-
ed and brilliant, Waters’ film was one of the original
Midnight Movie hits and helped to start a craze that con-
tinues to this day. 

Friday, July 16 & Saturday, July 17
The ADVENTURES OF 
BUCKAROO BANZAI
at midnight
(1984) dir w/Peter Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin,
Jeff Goldblum, Christopher Lloyd [103 min]
This deliriously silly homage to early Hollywood serials
and comic book heroes features the underrated Peter
Weller as Buckaroo Banzai, the adventurer / scientist /
rock-star who, along with his band, the Hong Kong
Cavaliers, end up combating an attempted alien invasion
by an army from the 8th Dimension who all go by the
name of John. Just to complicate matters, Bukaroo’s
nemesis - the evil Dr. Emilio Lazardo aka Lord John
Whorfin (a gloriously over-the-top Lithgow) - is the leader
of the invasion! Laugh-a while you can, monkey boy!

Friday, July 23 & Saturday, July 24
MONTY PYTHON’S 
THE MEANING OF LIFE
at midnight
(1983) dir Terry Gilliam, Terry Jones w/Graham Chapman,
John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry Jones,
Michael Palin, Carol Cleveland [107 min]
The final real Monty Python movie, MEANING O F L I F E
features less of a consistent narrative than some of their
other efforts but makes up for it, in typical Python fashion,
with utter madness. Witness the big Catholic musical
n u m b e r , “Every Sperm Is Sacred” or the infamous restau-
rant scene with its “wafer thin mint” or any number of
these gleefully irreverent sketches which hark back to
the spirit of the Flying Circus days.

Friday, July 30 & Saturday, July 31
ICHI THE KILLER
at midnight
(2001) dir Takashi Miike w/Nao Omori, Tadanobu Asano,
Shinya Tsukamoto, Paulyn Sun [129 min]
A new leader of the midnight movie pack is the infamous
and prolific Japanese director, Takashi Miike. A Brattle
favorite, Miike has directed everything from paranoid tor-
ture fantasies to horror-musical-comedies to brutal sci-fi
cop dramas. Here we present one of his most well known
features, ICHI T H E KILLER, a yakuza power-struggle film
taken to the highest level of absurdly flamboyant vio-
lence. Unmistakable, unbelievable and unmissable. 

Friday, Aug 6 & Saturday, Aug 7
SHAOLIN SOCCER
at midnight
(2001) dir Stephen Chow w/Chow, Vicki Zhao, Man Tat
Ng, Yin Tse [87 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Friday, Aug 13 & Sunday, Aug 14
New 35mm Print!
THE APPLE 
at midnight
(1980) dir Menahem Golan w/Catherine Mary Stewart,
George Gilmour, Grace Kennedy, Alan Love [90 min]
Directed by B-movie luminary Menahem Golan, T H E
A P P L E tells the story of a naive couple from Moose Jaw,
Canada as they embark on a quest to become rock stars,
and subsequently fall from grace. Set in the “future” of
1994, THE APPLE has gone down in bad movie history as
one of the campiest films to emerge from the era that
gave us Can’t Stop the Music and X a n a d u. One thing is
for sure: THE APPLE is certainly not your average disco-
musical / Biblical allegory.

Friday, Aug 20 & Saturday, Aug 21
New 35mm Print!
REPO MAN
at midnight
(1984) dir Alex Cox w/ Emilio Estevez, Harry Dean
Stanton, Tracey Walter, Olivia Barash, Dick Rude [92
m i n ]
A punk rock classic, Alex Cox’s REPO M A N never ceases
to amaze. In the realm of genre-bending cult classics, this
film is a true gem. Often quoted, if not frequently under-
stood completely, Cox’s film tells the story of young Otto
(Estevez) who becomes a repo man and gets taken under
the wing of grizzled old-timer, Bud (Stanton). Soon, the
proverbial ‘big score’ looms in the form of a ‘64 Chevy
Malibu with a mysterious cargo in it’s trunk and Bud and
Otto dream of striking it rich by tracking it down.

F R I D AYS, SAT U R D AYS & SUNDAY S

Special
Engagements

Friday, July 9 – Sunday, July 11
Orson Welles : Rogue Genius
New 35mm Print!
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
at 3:00, 7:30
(1942) dir Orson Welles w/Joseph Cotten, Dolores Costello, Anne Baxter, Agnes Moorehead [88 min]
This double-bill boasts two of Welles’s finest artistic achievements. Welles’s 1942 follow-up to CITIZEN KANE, T H E
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS charts the downfall of a wealthy Indianapolis family. This film marks one of the greatest artis-

tic betrayals of Welles’s career: Upon completion of the film,
creative control was seized from Welles and it was cut from
2 hours to 88 minutes. Despite this injustice, T H E
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS remains a “truncated master-
piece”, and an ideal showcase for Welles’s bold direction.

CITIZEN KANE
at 5:00, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 12:30pm)
(1941) dir Welles w/Welles, Joseph Cotton, Dorothy
Comingore, Agnes Moorehead [120 min]
From its Gothic opening at looming Xanadu, through its con-
flicting accounts of a news magnate’s public rise and pri-
vate fall, to its legendary final shot, this is the most electrify-
ing debut in screen history – acting and directing – routinely
voted by international critics the greatest film ever, and an
acknowledged influence and inspiration to the most dis-
parate cineastes. As brilliant and startling today as in 1941,
it remained both Welles’s masterpiece and his nemesis.
“More fun    than any great movie I can think of.” – P a u l i n e
K a e l.  (Notes from the Film Forum, NYC)

Friday, July 16 – Sunday, July 18
Exclusive Area Premiere!
TWENTYNINE PALMS
at 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
(2003) dir Bruno Dumont w/David Wissak, Yekaterina Golubeva [120 min]
Bruno Dumont has gained a reputation for training a brutally honest eye on French culture in his two previous films,
L ’ H u m a n i t é and La Vie de Jesus. Dumont’s films swing from the melancholy to tragic to banal to cripplingly violent with
ease but always carry a telling sense of reality and meaning. With TWENTYNINE PALMS, he turns his attentions to our
shores, specifically the mythic, dry expanses of the American desert. In the film we follow an inglorious roadtrip undertak-
en by a self-centered American photographer and his French-speaking Russian girlfriend. While scouting locations for a
photo shoot in the Joshua Tree Desert, the couple immerse themselves in animalistic sex, petty arguments and excursions
into the lonely, lovely wilderness. The farther the film proceeds the more obvious it becomes that these people are com-
pletely disconnected and alienated not only from the natural setting they find themselves in but also from themselves and
their fellow humans. In the end a shockingly brutal and seemingly meaningless act of violence turns the entire film on its
head and forces the audience to reconsider both the relationship that has unfolded on screen and the intention of the film-
maker in showing us what he has. Dumont’s intention is not difficult to uncover, as a former philosophy professor, his pri-
mary motive is to seriously and methodically remind us of mankind’s capacity for violence and cruelty. Much like last
summer’s Lilya 4-Ever this is a stunning film in more ways than one… and not for the faint-of-heart, as Dumont describes
this as a horror film, one with an ending that recalls I r r e p l a c e a b l e, D e l i v e r a n c e and P s y c h o in equal measure. 

“The sustained force of Mr. Dumont’s vision of existence as a swirl of brute instincts may not be easy to absorb, but it
marks him as a major filmmaker… All three of his movies portray the human condition as an essentially bestial state
ruled by powerful instincts and volatile emotions. What makes his films riveting… is his gift for putting on the screen the
quivering essence of physical life as it’s felt moment by moment… When TWENTYNINE PALMS was recently shown in
the Film Society of Lincoln Center’s Rendez-Vous With French Cinema series, it stirred up an indignant ruckus. But radi-
cal visions that audiences don’t want to accept have a way of doing that. It’s a sign that an unwelcome vision with more
than a grain of truth may be hitting home.” – Stephen Holden, The New York Times

Special Matinees  & M i d n i g h t s !
THE ADVENTURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI
Friday at midnight only  |  Saturday at 12:00 noon, 2:15, and midnight  |  Sunday at 12:00 noon, 2:15 only
(1984) dir w/Peter Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin, Jeff Goldblum, Christopher Lloyd [103 min]
See Midnights column to the right for full description.

Friday, July 23 – Sunday, July 25
New 35mm Print! 40th Anniversary!
DR. STRANGELOVE 
or how I learned to stop worrying and love the bomb
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(1964) dir Stanley Kubrick w/Peter Sellers, George C. Scott, Sterling Hayden, Slim Pickens, James Earl Jones [93 min]
When DR. STRANGELOVE was first released this disclaimer was added to the film: "It is the stated position of the United
States Air Force that their safeguards would prevent the occurrence of such events as are depicted in this film.
Furthermore, it should be noted that none of the characters portrayed in this film are meant to represent any real persons
living or dead. " How reassuring do you think it was to the public that the US Air Force felt the need to add a disclaimer like
this to the beginning of a comedy? 

This was the first film that took a comedic look at the cold war and the fears in a world after the bomb was dropped. Even
today, DR. STRANGELOVE portrays a fascinating and yet unnerving what-if scenario for nuclear war. As one of the most
popular films Kubrick directed, DR. STRANGELOVE is a boldly absurd film that rings true today probably more than we are
comfortable with. Although a political satire from 40 years ago, the film is hilariously timeless. From the Brigadier General's
obsession with preserving his ‘essence’ to the intimate-yet-dysfunctional relationship between the President and the head
of the USSR and the elaborate set of miscommunications and technical glitches that lead to the end of mankind, screen-
writers Peter George, Terry Southern, and Kubrick brought us a list of memorable cinematic moments that have become
part of our social thread. With this summer’s focus on political documentaries it’s good to be reminded that there are other
(sometimes more effective) ways to address issues that affect all of humanity. 

So slap on your cowboy hat, check your rations for some chewing gum and ladies’ pantyhose, and join us at the Brattle for
this special anniversary event.

Friday, July 30 – Sunday, August 1
Exclusive Area Premiere!
KAENA: THE PROPHECY
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(2003) dir Chris Delaporte, Pascal Pinon w/Kirsten Dunst, Richard Harris, Anjelica Huston, Greg Proops [85 min]
The runner up for best animated feature at last year’s Fantasia Festival in Montreal (the winner was the unquestionably
amazing Tamala 2010) this French computer animated feature is a wonderful fantasy/sci-fi film that evokes the immortal
French classic Fantastic Planet as well as the work of Moebius and even the rock’n’roll animation of Heavy Metal. On a
faraway planet, the human population lives on a giant world-tree known as Axis. For years these peaceful, naturalistic
people have lived in simple comfort and worshipped their gods. But now, their home is dying, it’s life-giving sap is running
dry and no one – not even the gods – has an answer about why. Kaena, a young girl with the heart of a rebel (and the voice
of Kirsten Dunst), has been having strange dreams and believes that Axis is calling for her help. She will begin a perilous
quest to discover what ails her world that will lead her into the deepest, most unknown roots of the tree. Aided by a myste-
rious creature from another planet and in defiance of her friends and family, she will finally uncover the truth about the ori-
gins of her world.

KAENA features some of the most stunning imagery seen in an animated film in a long time. In the era of Pixar’s cartoonish
versions of reality, this film uses animation to create new worlds and creatures that defy imagination. In pursuit of creating
a quality film the director, Chris Delaporte, opted to work directly with the English speaking cast and the result is that the
performances are top-notch and feature some excellent actors including Richard Harris, Anjelica Huston, and Dunst.
Delaporte’s origins are in video game design and, in fact, Kaena’s world began as the background for a proposed game.
Fortunately for us, he was encouraged to expand his original designs into a full-blown feature film. In the process he has
created one of the most stunning and intricate (and expensive) animated productions ever created in France.

Friday, August 6 – Sunday, August 8
Exclusive Area Premiere!
SHAOLIN SOCCER
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, and midnight  (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(2001) dir Stephen Chow w/Chow, Vicki Zhao, Man Tat Ng, Yin Tse [87 min]
Let’s just put it out there… Stephen Chow is hilarious! He is one of the biggest comedy stars of Hong Kong and China… if
pressed one could describe him to the uninitiated as a bizarre combination of Jim Carrey, Bruce Lee, and Charlie Chaplin
who often stars in Zucker Brothers level spoofs of popular genre films. Probably his best-known film in the States is the
kung-fu cooking flick, God of Cookery, which took the Iron Chef concept (already popular in Asia) to its ludicrously extend-
ed conclusion with master chefs competing in literal cooking battles. SHAOLIN SOCCER continues on in a similar premise
but this time transplants the action to the soccer field. Chow plays Sing, a Shaolin monk who is trying to find a way to
spread the word about kung fu. After meeting an embittered ex-player (known as The Golden Leg), he becomes convinced
that the best way to do this is to become a soccer star and he dutifully gathers his Shaolin brothers to his side to form his
team. Chow seamlessly melds together the silly conventions of not only the sports saga and martial arts epic but also the
Spaghetti Western, WWII battlefield films and Jerry Lewis comedies, and applies them to a comic coming-of-age story. As
with all of the best spoofs, SHAOLIN SOCCER both pokes fun at and pays homage to its sources – what could be a better
validation of the seemingly hokey story than to see in the uproarious final scene that the entire world has been gripped by
kung fu fever!

“HK icon Stephen Chow’s Shaolin Soccer delivers on its cog-diss title, pitting a group of down-at-the-heels martial arts
monks against the pharmaceutically enhanced ball-booters known as Team Evil. Chow sings, sprints, and kicks with
boundless energy, but for all his enthusiasm, he keeps his cool. Crammed with wild action, obvious but well-mounted
gags, and playful effects, the film is refreshingly silly. Bend it like Stephen!” – Ed Park, The Village Voice

“Ridiculously entertaining… Only the terminally joyless will likely be able to resist.” – The Onion

Friday, August 13 – Monday, August 16
Orson Welles : Rogue Genius
New 35mm Print!
THE THIRD MAN
at 3:30, 7:30
(1949) dir Carol Reed w/Joseph Cotton, Welles, Alida Valli, Trevor Howard [100 min]
Welles delivers a career-making performance in this 1949 thriller. Joseph Cotton stars as Holly Martins, an American come
to Vienna at the request of an old friend (Welles). When Martins arrives in Vienna, his college chum is dead and when he
starts to look into it he uncovers some unexpected and dangerous secrets about his friend. Director Carol Reed establish-
es an atmosphere that suggests a confused, off-kilter Europe still reeling from the war… certainly no place for a trusting
A m e r i c a n .
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Friday, Aug 13 & Saturday, Aug 14
Restored New 35mm Print!
THE STRANGER
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sat at 1:30)
(1946) dir Welles w/Welles, Edward G. Robinson, Loretta
Young [95 min]
It’s I Married a Nazi War Criminal , as War Crimes
Commissioner Edward G. Robinson tracks the supposed
mastermind of the Final Solution to a quiet Connecticut vil-
lage, the home of boys’ school prof Welles and all-
American bride Loretta Young, as well as of a looming 124-
foot clock tower, scene of the hair-raising climax. Welles’s
return to Hollywood directing after his firing from RKO was
his only film to be ‘very profitable.’ (Notes from the Film
Forum, NYC)

Sunday, Aug 15 & Monday, Aug 16
New 35mm Print!
LADY FROM SHANGHAI
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sun at 1:30)
(1947) dir Welles w/Welles, Rita Hayworth [90 min]
One of the most deliriously beautiful, prodigiously crazy
films ever made. At once Welles’ farewell to his estranged
wife Rita Hayworth and a seriocomic exploration of the
everyday viciousness of the rich and powerful, this
remains one of his most consistently inventive
films. The convoluted story, featuring an itinerant sailor
(Welles at his most endearingly hammy) who falls for a
radiant young woman of mystery (Hayworth) while falling
in with her treacherous husband (Everett Sloane) and his
cohorts, allows Welles to create an inside-out world, lead-
ing to a spectacular shoot-out in a hall of mirrors. ( N o t e s
from the Jacob Burns Film Center)

Friday, July 9
In Honor of National
Puzzlers’  League Convention
WORD WARS
at 1:00pm
(2004) dir Eric Chaikin, Julian Petrillo [80 min]
This special screening of the acclaimed documentary
on the heretofore unexamined realm of competition
Scrabble is in honor of the National Puzzlers League
Convention  which is taking place in Cambridge this
weekend. WORD WARS is a quirky doc that tracks the
ups and downs of several devotees to the immortal
cross words board game. A truly engaging film that has
received a treasured “Two Thumbs Up” from Ebert &
Roeper. For more information on the National Puzzlers’
Leauge please visit www.puzzlers.org. C o n v e n t i o n
attendees will receive a special discounted $6.00
ticket price for this show with badge.

F R I D AY, JUNE 25 – T H U R S D AY, JULY 8
Exclusive Area Premiere!
From The Director of The Piano Teacher!

The Time of the Wolf
at 2:30, 5:00, 7:20, 9:40 (Please Note: No 9:40 show on Sunday, July 4)
(2003) dir Michael Haneke w/Isabelle Huppert, Anaïs Demoustier, Lucas Biscombe, Hakim Taleb, Olivier Gourmet, Beatrice Dalle, Patrice Chereau
With absolutely no exposition, director Michael Haneke (The Piano Teacher) creates a stunning story of a family thrust into a dangerous and unpredictable sta
band and their two children arrive at their country house for what seems like an innocent vacation but, as we soon discover, all is not as it seems. There is ano
husband of this one has a rifle. Soon he is barraging Anna’s family with strange questions (how much food and water do they have with them, etc). And, sudde
and she andher children have been forced out into the countryside with little of their possessions and no clear idea what to do next.

If this film was set in Iraq or some Baltic State, we would see it as a fact-based drama, but because this is clearly affluent, safe Western Europe it is initially pe
THE WOLF is not a science-fiction film, insists its director, but an inverted portrait of the world as it appears to many. This is France as occupied territory… or 
an epidemic… where what is comfortable and familiar has been corrupted and turned on its head. Livestock burns in the town squares, the trains don’t run, th
neighbors are now uneasy xenophobes while homeless strangers can become valuable allies.

Shot in an extremely beautiful naturalistic style, TIME OF THE WOLF unfolds in widescreen – some of the most breathtaking sequences happen at night where
horizon. An unsettling and thought-provoking film that explores very dark themes but manages to avoid being nihilistic by hewing to what is true about the wor
desperation breeds strange bedfellows but strong bonds, and there is always room for hope.
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M O N D AY S

ORSON WELLES:
Rogue Genius

Friday, July 9 – Sunday, July 11
New 35mm Print!
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
at 3:00, 7:30
(1942) dir Orson Welles w/Joseph Cotten, Dolores
Costello, Anne Baxter, Agnes Moorehead [88 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

CITIZEN KANE
at 5:00, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 12:30pm)
(1941) dir Welles w/Welles, Joseph Cotton, Dorothy
Comingore, Agnes Moorehead [120 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Monday, July 12
TOUCH OF EVIL
at 2:40, 5:00, 7:20, 9:40
(1958) dir Welles w/Welles, Charlton Heston, Janet
Leigh, Akim Tamiroff, Marlene Dietrich [112 min]
Welles was fired as director during post-production of
this 1959 film noir classic. Touch of Evil was re-fashoned
by the studio and shown as the second half of a double
bill featuring a film entitled The Female Animal. Before his
death, Welles left instructions on how he wanted the film
to be edited; this restored 1998 version reflects these
changes. The film stars Janet Leigh and Charlton Heston
as a couple who’s Mexican honeymoon is disrupted by a
sinister drug lord and features some of the most remark-
ably chiaroscuro images of the film noir period.

Monday, July 19
OTHELLO
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
(1952) dir Welles w/Welles, Micheal MacLiammoir,
Robert Coote, Suzanne Cloutier [90 min]
Shot piecemeal between 1948 and 1951, production on
Othello was frequently disrupted so that Welles could
raise more money. Despite extreme financial hardship
and a revolving-door cast, Welles does justice to
Shakespeare’s play. While many Shakespeare adapta-
tions feature static cameras and dull compositions,
Welles’s version is a visual feast. 

Monday, July 26
THE TRIAL
at 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
(1962) dir Welles w/Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau,
Arnoldo Foa, Romy Schneider, Welles [120 min]
This 1962 film is a startling adaptation of Franz Kafka’s
classic story. Anthony Perkins stars as K who is being
held for a crime, but nobody will tell him what he did. He
must break out of the labyrinthine bureaucracy he lives in
if he wants to save his life, but all the while he is dogged
with a pervasive, unnamable guilt. The Trial marks one of
the only times Welles was able to get his film released
with his original vision unharmed. 

Monday, August 2
New 35mm Prints !
F FOR FAKE
at 3:30, 7:30
(1976) dir Welles w/Welles [85 min]
In this surprising 1973 documentary, Welles considers
themes of trickery, fraud and deception. Famous fakers
are examined, among them a notorious art forger,
Howard Hughes, and Welles himself (who after all, got his
foot in the door with a phony Martian attack). “One of the
most dazzling, equivocal and personal films ever made.” –
Jack Kroll, N e w s w e e k

CONFIDENTIAL AGENT 
(aka Mr. Arkadin)
at 5:30, 9:30
(1955) dir Welles w/Welles, Akim Tamiroff, Gregoire
Aslan, Patricia Medina [95 min]
Released in 1955, CONFIDENTIAL AGENT is another
chance for Welles to explore themes central to his work:
the nature of identity, self-delusion, and the secrets that
drive the very powerful. A wealthy financier hires a man
to research the secrets of his past in a bit to discover
who he really is. Perhaps best described as a reworking
of CITIZEN KANE, this film has been described as Welles
making a film about the kinds of films he used to make.

Monday, August 9
Restored 35mm Print!
MACBETH
at 2:45, 5:00, 7:15. 9:30
(1948) dir Welles w/Welles, Jeanette Nolan, Dan
O’Herlihy, Roddy McDowall [107 min]
In the gloomy, claustrophobic atmosphere of a studio-
shot primitive world, a feudal lord (Welles in the title role)
decides to go for the kingship, with horrifically fated
results. Originally mutilated by its studio – with the origi-
nal Scottish brogues re-dubbed into American accents –
but here fully restored by the UCLA Film & Television
Archive.    “Pure cinema.” – Geoff Andrew, Time Out
(London) (Notes from the Film Forum, NYC)

Friday, Aug 13 – Monday, August 16
New 35mm Print!
THE THIRD MAN
at 3:30, 7:30
(1949) dir Carol Reed w/Joseph Cotton, Welles, Alida
Valli, Trevor Howard
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Friday, Aug 13 & Sunday, Aug 14
Restored New 35mm Print!
THE STRANGER
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sat at 1:30)
(1946) dir Welles w/Welles, Edward G. Robinson, Loretta
Y o u n g
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Sunday, Aug 15 & Monday, Aug 16
New 35mm Print!
LADY FROM SHANGHAI
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sun at 1:30)
(1947) dir Welles w/Welles, Rita Hayworth
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

W E D N E S D AY S
RECENT RAVES

Wednesday, July 14
DOGVILLE
at 177 min 
(2003) dir Lars von Trier w/Nicole Kidman, Lauren Bacall,
Paul Bettany, James Caan, Patricia Clarkson, Jeremy
Davies, Ben Gazzara, Philip Baker Hall, John Hurt
Lars von Trier displays the full extent of his artistic imagi-
nation and ideology in his most recent D O G V I L L E (the first
installment of a proposed trilogy). Nicole Kidman’s Grace
lands in a small Rocky Mountain town (whose name pro-
vides the film’s title) during the Great Depression. She is
on the run from gangsters when she takes refuge there
(or so she thinks). Tom Edison (Bettany) warmly wel-
comes Grace and convinces his neighbors to let her stay
until they decide whether or not to fully accept her. But,
their acceptance comes at a price. 

Wednesday, July 21
The Boston Social Forum Presents
Special Screening and Discussion!
PEACE, PROPOGANDA, AND
THE PROMISED LAND
at 6:30pm
(2004) dir Bathsheba Ratzkoff and Sut Jhally [80 min]
This pivotal video exposes how the foreign policy inter-
ests of American political elites – working in combination
with Israeli public relations strategies – exercise a pow-
erful influence over news reporting about the Middle East
conflict. Combining American and British TV news clips
with observations of analysts, journalists, and political
activists, the film provides an historical overview, a strik-
ing media comparison, and an examination of factors that
have distorted U.S. media coverage and, in turn,
American public opinion.  Co-sponsored by the Arab
American Anti-Discrimination Committee, Mass., United
for Justice with Peace, and the Boston Coalition for
Palestinian Rights 

U.S.  Premiere!
BAREFOOT TO HERAT
at 9:00pm
(2002) dir Majid Majidi [76 min]
Acclaimed Iranian director Majidi (Children of Heaven,
B a r a n) brings his camera into the Afghani refugee camps
during and just after the U.S. war against the Taliban and
uncovers the hidden casualties of war: normal, everyday
people displaced by conflict. Some of these people have
been homeless for decades thanks to continuing war in
their homeland. This naturalistic, unpretentious documen-
tary presents these refugees predominently in their own
words and voices with very little set-up or voice-over
from the filmmaker. A stunning document.

Wednesday, July 28
BUKOWSKI: BORN INTO THIS
at 4:45, 7:15, 9:45, 
(2003) dir John Dullaghan w/Charles Bukowski, Bono,
Sean Penn, Barbet Schroeder, Harry Dean Stanton, Tom
Waits [130 min]
Charles Bukowski, the barfly’s Poet Laureate and author
of such compelling books as Notes of a Dirty Old Man,
Ham on Rye, and Love is a Dog From Hell, led just as com-
pelling a life. This documentary, shot ten years after
Bukowski’s death, provides a different perspective on his
life than Barbet Schroeder’s B a r f l y, a film written by
Bukowski and, as with most of his work, autobiographi-
cal. Bukowski’s love of alcohol and womanizing may not
have been particularly beneficial in his personal life, but
they provided excellent fodder when it came time for him
to sit at the typewriter. Archival interview footage and
passages read aloud from his poems, stories and novels
offer the most direct insight while old friends and admir-
ers such as Bono, Tom Waits and Sean Penn lend their
time for additional understanding (and some starpower).

Wednesday, August 4
The Brattle Film Foundation &
The Cambridge Arts  Council
P r e s e n t
Special Outdoor Screening!
WHALE RIDER
at 7:00pm
at Riverside Press Park in Cambridge, MA
(2002) dir Niki Caro w/Keisha Castle-Hughes, Rawiri
Paratene, Vicki Haughton
Winning the most popular film awards at both the Toronto
and Sundance film festivals, Niki Caro’s WHALE RIDER
provides a refreshing and inspiring look into the not so
ordinary life of a 12 year-old Maori girl and is bolstered by
the Academy Award nominated performance by Castle-
Hughes as the lead, Pai. In present day New Zealand,
Koro and Nanny Flowers, Pai’s grandparents, are raising
her. Her mother and twin brother died during the birth.
Her father (Porourangi) leaves shortly after, rendering
him ineligible to accept the position as chief of the com-
munity. Pai longs to take her father’s place but has to
face her grandfather’s objection and discouragement. Pai
is forced to confront her past and realize her fate.

A live performance by Hanneke Cassel & Jake
Armerding will precede the screening. Co-sponsored by
Passim's Culture for Kids and the Cambridge Arts
Council. Riverside Press Park is located on River Street
at Memorial Drive (Rainsite: ML King School, 100 Putnam
A v e n u e ) .

Wednesday, August 11
The SADDEST MUSIC 
IN THE WORLD 
at 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
(2003) dir Guy Maddin w/Isabella Rossellini, Mark
McKinney, Maria de Medeiros, Ross McMillan [99 min]
Canada’s eccentric national treasure, Guy Maddin is
back and in rare form with this quirky and charming film
about a search for… you guessed it… “the saddest
music in the world.” In Winnipeg during the last days of
Prohibitin, a contest is organized by the local beer
baroness (Rossellini) to encourage folks to (what else)
drink more beer! She figures, what instills the desire to
get plastered more than sad music, and so the call goes
out around the world for the most depressing tunes imag-
inable. Musicians from all continents come to town in
hopes of winning the first prize of $25,000. The wily
American, Chester (Kids In The Hall alum McKinney) is
one of them… as is his estranged brother Roderick in dis-
guise representing Serbia… both of whom have unfin-
ished business with each other and the baroness herself!
Maddin’s deliberately anachronistic filmmaking style
evokes the grainy, black-and-white images of early silent
films and his hilarious and beautiful films have earned him
a devoted cult following all over the world. Do not miss
this opportunity to see his most accessible film to date on
the big screen. 
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Modern Musicals
Tuesday, July 13
CHICAGO
at 2:30, 7:15
(2002) dir Rob Marshall w/Catherine Zeta-Jones, Renee
Zellweger, Richard Gere, Taye Diggs, John C. Reilly,
Queen Latifah [113 min]
This double feature boasts a gaggle of feisty dames with
songs in their hearts and weapons concealed behind
their backs. C H I C A G O explores the public’s fascination
with lurid crimes and the media’s adoration of scheming
murderers. After killing her lover and becoming the most
infamous woman in Chicago, no-talent chorus girl Roxie
Hart (Renee Zellweger) realizes that her high-profile trial
could be her one-way ticket to stardom.

8 WOMEN
at 5:00, 9:45
(2002) dir Francois Ozon w/Catherine Deneuve,
Emmanuelle Beart, Virginie Ledoyen, Ludivine Sagnier
[111 min]
8 WOMEN is a classic Agatha Christie-style murder mys-
tery reimagined as a Hollywood musical by a French
director. Francois Ozon’s film boasts a cast of legendary
French film actresses including Catherine Deneauve and
Isabelle Huppert, and like C H I C A G O, every one gets her
shot at a showstopping musical number.

Tuesday, July 20
CABARET 
at 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(1972) dir Bob Fosse w/Liza Minnelli, Michael York [124 min]
In 1972, Bob Fosse turned a Tony award-winning
Broadway show into an unforgettable film that won eight
Academy Awards. Set in 1930’s Berlin, Liza Minelli stars
as the decadent Sally Bowles. The denizens of Berlin’s
seedy nightlife revel in excess and hedonism; willfully
oblivious to rise of a certain political party. In C A B A R E T,
Fosse explores themes of sexuality that had not previous-
ly been largely seen in mainstream film, and slyly con-
trasts flashy musical numbers with the period’s sinister
political climate. Fosse’s signature, inimitable choreogra-
phy shines.

Tuesday, July 27
The American Prospect,
Atlantic Monthly & 
Mother Jones Present
OUTFOXED: 
Rupert Murdoch’s 
War on Journalism 
at 5:30, 7:45
(2004) dir Robert Greenwald
Vatlh Dung pu’S qoy’. Vagh Doch bIQ’a’S muH wa’ ah Doq
’Iv. Vatlh QumwI’S nom chop vagh let veQDujs. Vatlh SuD
la’quvs ghong vagh QaQ joSES, ’ach vatlh DIvI’S chu’
vagh Doch chals, ach QI’tomer ta’, ’ach wa’ pu’ qoy’.Vatlh
nIQmeHS baH. Vagh ah Do’ joSES toj vatlh Du’S.
Tickets for this special screening are  $15 single ticket
price; $30 single ticket plus subscriptions to all 3 maga-
zines; $50 2 tickets, tote bag, subscriptions to all 3 maga-
zines and more. All ticket levels are available in
advance at www.brattlefilm.org.

Tuesday, August 3
New 35mm Print!
THE MUPPETS 
TAKE MANHATTAN
at 2:45, 7:30
(1984) dir Frank Oz w/Kermit, Miss Piggy, Gonzo, Fozzie
and all the rest plus cameos by Art Carney, Gregory
Hines, Joan Rivers, Elliott Gould, Liza Minnelli, Brooke
Shields, John Landis, and more [94 min]
After the original (which is certainly the best) everyone
has a different favorite Muppet movie but many vote for
this one, as Kermit and the gang travel to New York City
seeking success on Broadway. Their dreams seem out of
reach so the guys go their separate ways but Kermit
stays on track and eventually prevails. When he mysteri-
ously disappears, however, the rest of the Muppets must
decide whether the show can go on without him.

THE BLUES BROTHERS
at 4:45, 9:30
(1980) dir John Landis w/John Belushi, Dan Aykroyd,
James Brown, Ray Charles, Aretha Franklin [133 min]
Dan Ackroyd and John Belushi give hilarious deadpan
performances while carrying out their “mission from
God” to save a Chicago orphanage, but it’s the musical
numbers performed by legends like Ray Charles and
Aretha Franklin that made this rollicking John Landis film
a classic.

Tuesday, August 10
LAGAAN
at 3:15, 7:45
(2001) dir Ashutosh Gowariker w/Aamir Khan, Gracy
Singh, Rachel Shelley, Paul Blackthorne, Suhasini
Mulay [224 min]
Nicknamed Bollywood, the Bombay film industry pro-
duces more films every year than any other country in the
world. LAGAAN is one of Bollywood’s most ambitious and
successful efforts yet. Set in Victorian-era India, L A G A A N
tells the story of a poor village taking on a cold-hearted
British captain in a winner-take-all game of cricket.
Director Ashutosh Gowariker fills his four hour-long epic
with sumptuous musical numbers, comedy, suspense and
Hollywood romance: everything that makes going to the
movies a joyous experience.

Tuesday, August 17
MOULIN ROUGE!
at 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(2001) dir Baz Luhrmann w/Nicole Kidman, Ewan
McGregor, John Leguizamo, Jim Broadbent [127 min]
Set in the famed Parisian dance hall during the 1890’s,
“Moulin Rouge!” has attracted a big cult following since
its 2001 release. With musical numbers ranging from Elton
John’s “Your Song” to Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen
Spirit”, director Baz Luhrmann spins a wacky story about
the doomed love affair between a courtesan (Nicole
Kidman) and an innocent (Ewan McGregor). Roger Ebert
described watching this film as “like being trapped in an
elevator with the circus”. 

F R I D AY, AUGUST 20 – T H U R S D AY, AUGUST 26
Exclusive Area Premiere!

LAST LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE
at 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(2003) dir Pen-ek Ratanaruang  w/ Tadanobu Asano, Sinitta Boonyasak, Laila Boonyasak, Takashi Miike [112 min]
With his latest feature film, Pen-ek Ratanaruang proves to be one the most prolific and exciting directors to emerge in recent years. LAST LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE pairs Ratanaruang
with internationally acclaimed cinematographer Christopher Doyle (In The Mood For Love, H e r o) and Japan's leading actor, Tadanobu Asano (Ichi The Killer, Z a t o i c h i). The collabora-
tion results in a glorious surreal love story laced with magical realism that crosses physical, geographical, and, ultimately, emotional boundaries. Kenji (Asano) is a Japanese librari-
an's assistant living in Bangkok. His quiet lifestyle complements a mysteriousness that masks his obsessive-compulsive and suicidal behavior. Kenji's path becomes disrupted when
Nid, the Thai woman whom he spies on between the bookshelves, dies. By some force of the universe, he befriends Nid's sister Noi, and the two embark on a relationship under-
scored by impending devastation. Noi lures Kenji back into the realm of life's chaotic pleasures, connections, and loss, just as she is about to leave for Osaka. Eventually Kenji's past
and present converge as a trio of Yakuza come looking for him in Bangkok, adding a touch of humor that plays with one of the film's motifs of timing in life and "what if" scenarios.
Kenji and Noi leap to life on-screen via the masterful restraint of Tadanobu and Thai actress Sinitta Boonyasak's strikingly beautiful and delicate performance. LAST LIFE IN THE
U N I V E R S E , with its entrancing atmospheric tone, is an eloquent experience in cinema framed with alluring subtlety and haunting images. (Notes from the Tribeca Film Festival)
“HHHHH! Equally charming and addicting all the way through.” – Film Threat

Boston’s Unofficial Film School for 50 Years
Spring 2004: April 30 – July 8, 2004

C h e r e a u
unpredictable state. Anna (The Piano Teacher’s Huppert), her hus-
ems. There is another family already inhabiting their house… and the
, etc). And, suddenly, the encounter is over… Anna’s husband is dead

ope it is initially perceived as impossible; science-fiction. But TIME OF
ied territory… or a country enmeshed in civil war… or suffering from
rains don’t run, the electricity is out, food is scarce and once friendly

en at night where all is black until a match is lit or dawn lightens the
rue about the world: some people are bad but many people are good,

Wednesday, August 18 & Thursday, August 19
KILL BILL, Volume 1 
at 2:30, 7:30
(2003) dir Quetin Tarantino w/Uma Thurman, Lucy Liu, Vivica A. Fox, Daryl Hannah, D
Chiba, Chiaki Kuriyama [111 min]

KILL BILL, Volume 2
at 4:45, 9:45
(2004) dir Quentin Tarantino w/Uma Thurman, David Carradine, Michael Madsen, Da
It may not be the promised “Integral Version” that Tarantino promises to release in a
present the complete KILL B I L L as we know it. This double feature will allow you to c
Tarantino’s brutal, gorgeous, and ultimately tender universe where a member of an in
Deadly Viper Assassination Squad, is shot and left for dead by their ruthless leader B
(for her attempted murderers) she lives and wake up from her coma years later to un
The Bride’s journey takes her from breathtakingly stylized Japanese nightclubs to the
and through homages to many of the directors and genres that Tarantino is devoted t
summer evening!
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T H U R S D AY S
the art ofSamurai Cinema 

hursday, July 15
0th Anniversary!
EVEN SAMURAI 
3:30, 7:30

954) dir Akira Kurosawa w/Takashi Shimura, Toshiro
fune, Yoshio Inaba [206 min]

s been 50 years since Kurosawa’s timeless samurai
ic was released and it is partly in celebration of this

assic we initiated this series. Takashi Shimura plays a
wn-on-his-luck samurai who agrees to help the resi-
nts of a poor village who are constantly under attack
 bandits. He recruits a band of six other warriors and
ey help the village as best they can. The film culminates
one of the most stunning and visceral battle scenes in
nema, as over 40 bandits assault the village during a
assive downpour. 

hursday, July 22
ew 35mm Print!
ATOICHI: THE FUGITIVE
3:30, 5:30, 7:30

963) dir  Tokuzo Tanaka w/Shintaro Katsu [86 min]
om 1962 to 1989, Shintaro Katsu starred in a whopping
feature films as the character Zatoichi, a blind swords-

an who wanders feudal Japan disguised as a masseur
d combats evil and injustice wherever it is found. Now
th a re-envisioning of the character about to hit US
ores, these classic Japanese films are being widely
cognized in the States for the first time. In this, the
urth installment, Zatoichi is threatened by a gang of
cal yakuza (gangsters) after he beats most of them in a
estling match.  Playful, thrilling and wonderfully acted,

e Zatoichi films are a real treat. Don’t miss this rare
portunity to witness this classic character onscreen.

he Boston Social Forum Presents
review Screening!
HE YES MEN
9 : 3 0 p m

003) dir Dan Ollman, Sarah Price, Chris Smith [80 min]
e team behind American Movie follow THE YES MEN,
o merry pranksters-cum-political activists who, for sev-
al years impersonated officials of the World Trade
ganization. They have appeared at conferences and on
 to promote theories and projects that are absurd
tensions of WTO policies in the Third World.  The fact
at businessmen and lawyers respond to these lunatic
eas as being reasonable simply because they believe
em to come from WTO representatives demonstrates
e key point of THE YES MEN: True believers will accept
e most heinous arguments and propositions if they are
ered by other true believers.

hursday, July 29
WILIGHT SAMURAI
4:45, 7:15, 9:45

002) dir Yoji Yamada w/Hiroyuki Sanada, Rie
yazawa, Nenji Kobayashi [129 min]
owing that there is always room for progression in
murai cinema, Yoji Yamada’s TWILIGHT SAMURAI
plores the human side of these famous warriors. Iguchi
a low level clerk and a trained samurai, after the death
his wife he is left to care for, not only his two young
ls, but his senile mother as well. A tireless worker and

devoted father, he leaves no time for personal care and
 becomes the butt of many jokes amongst his col-
agues. When his childhood sweetheart leaves her abu-
e husband and needs protection it seems as though
ngs are looking up. Unfortunately, the samurai finds

mself bound by honor to a lord who may not have
yone’s best interests at heart. The remarkable Hiroyuki
nada plays Iguchi and partly due to his talent and
arisma TWILIGHT SAMURAI has become a massive
pular and critical hit in Japan.

hursday, August 5
pecial Screening!
BA
6:30 pm
e will be doing a very special screening of an exciting
m here but, unfortunately, as of press time we aren’t
le to officially announce it! Check www.brattlefilm.org
 more info!

pecial Event!
RAILER TREATS
9 : 3 0 p m
e had so much fun at last year’s TRAILER TREATS that
e’re doin’ it again!! And this time we’re hoping it’ll be
en more of a blast. Join us for a night of summertime
ol at the Brattle when we feature a show of our favorite
ilers and shorts from the Brattle’s collection along with
althy helpings of barbeque and beverages AND a per-
mance from local alt-country faves, The Hey Goods!
re to be a great time for all!  This is a 21+ event.

ckets will be available online in advance. Please
eck our website for details and ticket prices.

hursday, August 12
OJIMBO
3:00, 7:15

961) dir Akira Kurosawa w/Toshiro Mifune, Tatsuya
akadai, Yoko Tsukasa [110 min]
an unlikely adaptation, a Dashiell Hammett story (R e d
r v e s t) is transplanted to feudal Japan where a lone
murai wanders into a town divided between two war-
g crime gangs and decides to play them against each

her. One of Kurosawa’s most popular films and a defin-
g film for the onscreen chemistry of Mifune who is
mortalized as the simultaneously wise-ass and saga-
ous samurai.

ISTFUL OF DOLLARS
5:15, 9:30

964) dir Sergio Leone w/Clint Eastwod, Marianne Koch,
an Maria Volonte [99 min]
one and Eastwood remade YOJIMBO three years later
d came up with another iconic and defining film.
stwood plays the immortal, rogue gunslinger character
at he would continue to play versions of for years to
me. Wrapped in his dusty poncho, he takes on an
tire town partly for personal gain but mostly just
cause it seems like the right thing to do.

9

x, Daryl Hannah, David Carradine, Julie Dreyfus, Sonny

chael Madsen, Daryl Hannah, Gordon Liu [136 min]
es to release in a year or so, but we’ll do our best to

will allow you to completely immerse yourself in
a member of an international hitwoman squad, The
ruthless leader Bill on her wedding day. Unfortunately
 years later to undertake a path of bloody revenge.

e nightclubs to the beautifully decrepit Mexican desert
ntino is devoted to. A great way to spend a hot
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F R I D AY & S AT U R D AY 
M I D N I G H T S !

CULT CLASS ICS
Friday, July 9 & Saturday, July 10
New 35mm Print!
PINK FLAMINGOS
at midnight
(1972) dir John Waters w/Divine, David Lochary, Mary
Vivian Pearce, Mink Stole, Danny Mills [108 min]
John Waters is the king of midnight movies and this is
one of his defining films. PINK F L A M I N G O S relates the
adventures of the sleaziest people alive andtheir efforts
to hold onto their title. The immortal Divine is in the lead
as the Queen of Sleaze and she does combat with Mink
Stole as the attemoted usurper of her throne. Sick, twist-
ed and brilliant, Waters’ film was one of the original
Midnight Movie hits and helped to start a craze that con-
tinues to this day. 

Friday, July 16 & Saturday, July 17
The ADVENTURES OF 
BUCKAROO BANZAI
at midnight
(1984) dir w/Peter Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin,
Jeff Goldblum, Christopher Lloyd [103 min]
This deliriously silly homage to early Hollywood serials
and comic book heroes features the underrated Peter
Weller as Buckaroo Banzai, the adventurer / scientist /
rock-star who, along with his band, the Hong Kong
Cavaliers, end up combating an attempted alien invasion
by an army from the 8th Dimension who all go by the
name of John. Just to complicate matters, Bukaroo’s
nemesis - the evil Dr. Emilio Lazardo aka Lord John
Whorfin (a gloriously over-the-top Lithgow) - is the leader
of the invasion! Laugh-a while you can, monkey boy!

Friday, July 23 & Saturday, July 24
MONTY PYTHON’S 
THE MEANING OF LIFE
at midnight
(1983) dir Terry Gilliam, Terry Jones w/Graham Chapman,
John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry Jones,
Michael Palin, Carol Cleveland [107 min]
The final real Monty Python movie, MEANING O F L I F E
features less of a consistent narrative than some of their
other efforts but makes up for it, in typical Python fashion,
with utter madness. Witness the big Catholic musical
n u m b e r , “Every Sperm Is Sacred” or the infamous restau-
rant scene with its “wafer thin mint” or any number of
these gleefully irreverent sketches which hark back to
the spirit of the Flying Circus days.

Friday, July 30 & Saturday, July 31
ICHI THE KILLER
at midnight
(2001) dir Takashi Miike w/Nao Omori, Tadanobu Asano,
Shinya Tsukamoto, Paulyn Sun [129 min]
A new leader of the midnight movie pack is the infamous
and prolific Japanese director, Takashi Miike. A Brattle
favorite, Miike has directed everything from paranoid tor-
ture fantasies to horror-musical-comedies to brutal sci-fi
cop dramas. Here we present one of his most well known
features, ICHI T H E KILLER, a yakuza power-struggle film
taken to the highest level of absurdly flamboyant vio-
lence. Unmistakable, unbelievable and unmissable. 

Friday, Aug 6 & Saturday, Aug 7
SHAOLIN SOCCER
at midnight
(2001) dir Stephen Chow w/Chow, Vicki Zhao, Man Tat
Ng, Yin Tse [87 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Friday, Aug 13 & Sunday, Aug 14
New 35mm Print!
THE APPLE 
at midnight
(1980) dir Menahem Golan w/Catherine Mary Stewart,
George Gilmour, Grace Kennedy, Alan Love [90 min]
Directed by B-movie luminary Menahem Golan, T H E
A P P L E tells the story of a naive couple from Moose Jaw,
Canada as they embark on a quest to become rock stars,
and subsequently fall from grace. Set in the “future” of
1994, THE APPLE has gone down in bad movie history as
one of the campiest films to emerge from the era that
gave us Can’t Stop the Music and X a n a d u. One thing is
for sure: THE APPLE is certainly not your average disco-
musical / Biblical allegory.

Friday, Aug 20 & Saturday, Aug 21
New 35mm Print!
REPO MAN
at midnight
(1984) dir Alex Cox w/ Emilio Estevez, Harry Dean
Stanton, Tracey Walter, Olivia Barash, Dick Rude [92
m i n ]
A punk rock classic, Alex Cox’s REPO M A N never ceases
to amaze. In the realm of genre-bending cult classics, this
film is a true gem. Often quoted, if not frequently under-
stood completely, Cox’s film tells the story of young Otto
(Estevez) who becomes a repo man and gets taken under
the wing of grizzled old-timer, Bud (Stanton). Soon, the
proverbial ‘big score’ looms in the form of a ‘64 Chevy
Malibu with a mysterious cargo in it’s trunk and Bud and
Otto dream of striking it rich by tracking it down.

F R I D AYS, SAT U R D AYS & SUNDAY S

Special
Engagements

Friday, July 9 – Sunday, July 11
Orson Welles : Rogue Genius
New 35mm Print!
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
at 3:00, 7:30
(1942) dir Orson Welles w/Joseph Cotten, Dolores Costello, Anne Baxter, Agnes Moorehead [88 min]
This double-bill boasts two of Welles’s finest artistic achievements. Welles’s 1942 follow-up to CITIZEN KANE, T H E
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS charts the downfall of a wealthy Indianapolis family. This film marks one of the greatest artis-

tic betrayals of Welles’s career: Upon completion of the film,
creative control was seized from Welles and it was cut from
2 hours to 88 minutes. Despite this injustice, T H E
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS remains a “truncated master-
piece”, and an ideal showcase for Welles’s bold direction.

CITIZEN KANE
at 5:00, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 12:30pm)
(1941) dir Welles w/Welles, Joseph Cotton, Dorothy
Comingore, Agnes Moorehead [120 min]
From its Gothic opening at looming Xanadu, through its con-
flicting accounts of a news magnate’s public rise and pri-
vate fall, to its legendary final shot, this is the most electrify-
ing debut in screen history – acting and directing – routinely
voted by international critics the greatest film ever, and an
acknowledged influence and inspiration to the most dis-
parate cineastes. As brilliant and startling today as in 1941,
it remained both Welles’s masterpiece and his nemesis.
“More fun    than any great movie I can think of.” – P a u l i n e
K a e l.  (Notes from the Film Forum, NYC)

Friday, July 16 – Sunday, July 18
Exclusive Area Premiere!
TWENTYNINE PALMS
at 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
(2003) dir Bruno Dumont w/David Wissak, Yekaterina Golubeva [120 min]
Bruno Dumont has gained a reputation for training a brutally honest eye on French culture in his two previous films,
L ’ H u m a n i t é and La Vie de Jesus. Dumont’s films swing from the melancholy to tragic to banal to cripplingly violent with
ease but always carry a telling sense of reality and meaning. With TWENTYNINE PALMS, he turns his attentions to our
shores, specifically the mythic, dry expanses of the American desert. In the film we follow an inglorious roadtrip undertak-
en by a self-centered American photographer and his French-speaking Russian girlfriend. While scouting locations for a
photo shoot in the Joshua Tree Desert, the couple immerse themselves in animalistic sex, petty arguments and excursions
into the lonely, lovely wilderness. The farther the film proceeds the more obvious it becomes that these people are com-
pletely disconnected and alienated not only from the natural setting they find themselves in but also from themselves and
their fellow humans. In the end a shockingly brutal and seemingly meaningless act of violence turns the entire film on its
head and forces the audience to reconsider both the relationship that has unfolded on screen and the intention of the film-
maker in showing us what he has. Dumont’s intention is not difficult to uncover, as a former philosophy professor, his pri-
mary motive is to seriously and methodically remind us of mankind’s capacity for violence and cruelty. Much like last
summer’s Lilya 4-Ever this is a stunning film in more ways than one… and not for the faint-of-heart, as Dumont describes
this as a horror film, one with an ending that recalls I r r e p l a c e a b l e, D e l i v e r a n c e and P s y c h o in equal measure. 

“The sustained force of Mr. Dumont’s vision of existence as a swirl of brute instincts may not be easy to absorb, but it
marks him as a major filmmaker… All three of his movies portray the human condition as an essentially bestial state
ruled by powerful instincts and volatile emotions. What makes his films riveting… is his gift for putting on the screen the
quivering essence of physical life as it’s felt moment by moment… When TWENTYNINE PALMS was recently shown in
the Film Society of Lincoln Center’s Rendez-Vous With French Cinema series, it stirred up an indignant ruckus. But radi-
cal visions that audiences don’t want to accept have a way of doing that. It’s a sign that an unwelcome vision with more
than a grain of truth may be hitting home.” – Stephen Holden, The New York Times

Special Matinees  & M i d n i g h t s !
THE ADVENTURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI
Friday at midnight only  |  Saturday at 12:00 noon, 2:15, and midnight  |  Sunday at 12:00 noon, 2:15 only
(1984) dir w/Peter Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin, Jeff Goldblum, Christopher Lloyd [103 min]
See Midnights column to the right for full description.

Friday, July 23 – Sunday, July 25
New 35mm Print! 40th Anniversary!
DR. STRANGELOVE 
or how I learned to stop worrying and love the bomb
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(1964) dir Stanley Kubrick w/Peter Sellers, George C. Scott, Sterling Hayden, Slim Pickens, James Earl Jones [93 min]
When DR. STRANGELOVE was first released this disclaimer was added to the film: "It is the stated position of the United
States Air Force that their safeguards would prevent the occurrence of such events as are depicted in this film.
Furthermore, it should be noted that none of the characters portrayed in this film are meant to represent any real persons
living or dead. " How reassuring do you think it was to the public that the US Air Force felt the need to add a disclaimer like
this to the beginning of a comedy? 

This was the first film that took a comedic look at the cold war and the fears in a world after the bomb was dropped. Even
today, DR. STRANGELOVE portrays a fascinating and yet unnerving what-if scenario for nuclear war. As one of the most
popular films Kubrick directed, DR. STRANGELOVE is a boldly absurd film that rings true today probably more than we are
comfortable with. Although a political satire from 40 years ago, the film is hilariously timeless. From the Brigadier General's
obsession with preserving his ‘essence’ to the intimate-yet-dysfunctional relationship between the President and the head
of the USSR and the elaborate set of miscommunications and technical glitches that lead to the end of mankind, screen-
writers Peter George, Terry Southern, and Kubrick brought us a list of memorable cinematic moments that have become
part of our social thread. With this summer’s focus on political documentaries it’s good to be reminded that there are other
(sometimes more effective) ways to address issues that affect all of humanity. 

So slap on your cowboy hat, check your rations for some chewing gum and ladies’ pantyhose, and join us at the Brattle for
this special anniversary event.

Friday, July 30 – Sunday, August 1
Exclusive Area Premiere!
KAENA: THE PROPHECY
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(2003) dir Chris Delaporte, Pascal Pinon w/Kirsten Dunst, Richard Harris, Anjelica Huston, Greg Proops [85 min]
The runner up for best animated feature at last year’s Fantasia Festival in Montreal (the winner was the unquestionably
amazing Tamala 2010) this French computer animated feature is a wonderful fantasy/sci-fi film that evokes the immortal
French classic Fantastic Planet as well as the work of Moebius and even the rock’n’roll animation of Heavy Metal. On a
faraway planet, the human population lives on a giant world-tree known as Axis. For years these peaceful, naturalistic
people have lived in simple comfort and worshipped their gods. But now, their home is dying, it’s life-giving sap is running
dry and no one – not even the gods – has an answer about why. Kaena, a young girl with the heart of a rebel (and the voice
of Kirsten Dunst), has been having strange dreams and believes that Axis is calling for her help. She will begin a perilous
quest to discover what ails her world that will lead her into the deepest, most unknown roots of the tree. Aided by a myste-
rious creature from another planet and in defiance of her friends and family, she will finally uncover the truth about the ori-
gins of her world.

KAENA features some of the most stunning imagery seen in an animated film in a long time. In the era of Pixar’s cartoonish
versions of reality, this film uses animation to create new worlds and creatures that defy imagination. In pursuit of creating
a quality film the director, Chris Delaporte, opted to work directly with the English speaking cast and the result is that the
performances are top-notch and feature some excellent actors including Richard Harris, Anjelica Huston, and Dunst.
Delaporte’s origins are in video game design and, in fact, Kaena’s world began as the background for a proposed game.
Fortunately for us, he was encouraged to expand his original designs into a full-blown feature film. In the process he has
created one of the most stunning and intricate (and expensive) animated productions ever created in France.

Friday, August 6 – Sunday, August 8
Exclusive Area Premiere!
SHAOLIN SOCCER
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, and midnight  (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(2001) dir Stephen Chow w/Chow, Vicki Zhao, Man Tat Ng, Yin Tse [87 min]
Let’s just put it out there… Stephen Chow is hilarious! He is one of the biggest comedy stars of Hong Kong and China… if
pressed one could describe him to the uninitiated as a bizarre combination of Jim Carrey, Bruce Lee, and Charlie Chaplin
who often stars in Zucker Brothers level spoofs of popular genre films. Probably his best-known film in the States is the
kung-fu cooking flick, God of Cookery, which took the Iron Chef concept (already popular in Asia) to its ludicrously extend-
ed conclusion with master chefs competing in literal cooking battles. SHAOLIN SOCCER continues on in a similar premise
but this time transplants the action to the soccer field. Chow plays Sing, a Shaolin monk who is trying to find a way to
spread the word about kung fu. After meeting an embittered ex-player (known as The Golden Leg), he becomes convinced
that the best way to do this is to become a soccer star and he dutifully gathers his Shaolin brothers to his side to form his
team. Chow seamlessly melds together the silly conventions of not only the sports saga and martial arts epic but also the
Spaghetti Western, WWII battlefield films and Jerry Lewis comedies, and applies them to a comic coming-of-age story. As
with all of the best spoofs, SHAOLIN SOCCER both pokes fun at and pays homage to its sources – what could be a better
validation of the seemingly hokey story than to see in the uproarious final scene that the entire world has been gripped by
kung fu fever!

“HK icon Stephen Chow’s Shaolin Soccer delivers on its cog-diss title, pitting a group of down-at-the-heels martial arts
monks against the pharmaceutically enhanced ball-booters known as Team Evil. Chow sings, sprints, and kicks with
boundless energy, but for all his enthusiasm, he keeps his cool. Crammed with wild action, obvious but well-mounted
gags, and playful effects, the film is refreshingly silly. Bend it like Stephen!” – Ed Park, The Village Voice

“Ridiculously entertaining… Only the terminally joyless will likely be able to resist.” – The Onion

Friday, August 13 – Monday, August 16
Orson Welles : Rogue Genius
New 35mm Print!
THE THIRD MAN
at 3:30, 7:30
(1949) dir Carol Reed w/Joseph Cotton, Welles, Alida Valli, Trevor Howard [100 min]
Welles delivers a career-making performance in this 1949 thriller. Joseph Cotton stars as Holly Martins, an American come
to Vienna at the request of an old friend (Welles). When Martins arrives in Vienna, his college chum is dead and when he
starts to look into it he uncovers some unexpected and dangerous secrets about his friend. Director Carol Reed establish-
es an atmosphere that suggests a confused, off-kilter Europe still reeling from the war… certainly no place for a trusting
A m e r i c a n .
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Friday, Aug 13 & Saturday, Aug 14
Restored New 35mm Print!
THE STRANGER
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sat at 1:30)
(1946) dir Welles w/Welles, Edward G. Robinson, Loretta
Young [95 min]
It’s I Married a Nazi War Criminal , as War Crimes
Commissioner Edward G. Robinson tracks the supposed
mastermind of the Final Solution to a quiet Connecticut vil-
lage, the home of boys’ school prof Welles and all-
American bride Loretta Young, as well as of a looming 124-
foot clock tower, scene of the hair-raising climax. Welles’s
return to Hollywood directing after his firing from RKO was
his only film to be ‘very profitable.’ (Notes from the Film
Forum, NYC)

Sunday, Aug 15 & Monday, Aug 16
New 35mm Print!
LADY FROM SHANGHAI
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sun at 1:30)
(1947) dir Welles w/Welles, Rita Hayworth [90 min]
One of the most deliriously beautiful, prodigiously crazy
films ever made. At once Welles’ farewell to his estranged
wife Rita Hayworth and a seriocomic exploration of the
everyday viciousness of the rich and powerful, this
remains one of his most consistently inventive
films. The convoluted story, featuring an itinerant sailor
(Welles at his most endearingly hammy) who falls for a
radiant young woman of mystery (Hayworth) while falling
in with her treacherous husband (Everett Sloane) and his
cohorts, allows Welles to create an inside-out world, lead-
ing to a spectacular shoot-out in a hall of mirrors. ( N o t e s
from the Jacob Burns Film Center)

Friday, July 9
In Honor of National
Puzzlers’  League Convention
WORD WARS
at 1:00pm
(2004) dir Eric Chaikin, Julian Petrillo [80 min]
This special screening of the acclaimed documentary
on the heretofore unexamined realm of competition
Scrabble is in honor of the National Puzzlers League
Convention  which is taking place in Cambridge this
weekend. WORD WARS is a quirky doc that tracks the
ups and downs of several devotees to the immortal
cross words board game. A truly engaging film that has
received a treasured “Two Thumbs Up” from Ebert &
Roeper. For more information on the National Puzzlers’
Leauge please visit www.puzzlers.org. C o n v e n t i o n
attendees will receive a special discounted $6.00
ticket price for this show with badge.

F R I D AY, JUNE 25 – T H U R S D AY, JULY 8
Exclusive Area Premiere!
From The Director of The Piano Teacher!

The Time of the Wolf
at 2:30, 5:00, 7:20, 9:40 (Please Note: No 9:40 show on Sunday, July 4)
(2003) dir Michael Haneke w/Isabelle Huppert, Anaïs Demoustier, Lucas Biscombe, Hakim Taleb, Olivier Gourmet, Beatrice Dalle, Patrice Chereau
With absolutely no exposition, director Michael Haneke (The Piano Teacher) creates a stunning story of a family thrust into a dangerous and unpredictable sta
band and their two children arrive at their country house for what seems like an innocent vacation but, as we soon discover, all is not as it seems. There is ano
husband of this one has a rifle. Soon he is barraging Anna’s family with strange questions (how much food and water do they have with them, etc). And, sudde
and she andher children have been forced out into the countryside with little of their possessions and no clear idea what to do next.

If this film was set in Iraq or some Baltic State, we would see it as a fact-based drama, but because this is clearly affluent, safe Western Europe it is initially pe
THE WOLF is not a science-fiction film, insists its director, but an inverted portrait of the world as it appears to many. This is France as occupied territory… or 
an epidemic… where what is comfortable and familiar has been corrupted and turned on its head. Livestock burns in the town squares, the trains don’t run, th
neighbors are now uneasy xenophobes while homeless strangers can become valuable allies.

Shot in an extremely beautiful naturalistic style, TIME OF THE WOLF unfolds in widescreen – some of the most breathtaking sequences happen at night where
horizon. An unsettling and thought-provoking film that explores very dark themes but manages to avoid being nihilistic by hewing to what is true about the wor
desperation breeds strange bedfellows but strong bonds, and there is always room for hope.
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M O N D AY S

ORSON WELLES:
Rogue Genius

Friday, July 9 – Sunday, July 11
New 35mm Print!
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
at 3:00, 7:30
(1942) dir Orson Welles w/Joseph Cotten, Dolores
Costello, Anne Baxter, Agnes Moorehead [88 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

CITIZEN KANE
at 5:00, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 12:30pm)
(1941) dir Welles w/Welles, Joseph Cotton, Dorothy
Comingore, Agnes Moorehead [120 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Monday, July 12
TOUCH OF EVIL
at 2:40, 5:00, 7:20, 9:40
(1958) dir Welles w/Welles, Charlton Heston, Janet
Leigh, Akim Tamiroff, Marlene Dietrich [112 min]
Welles was fired as director during post-production of
this 1959 film noir classic. Touch of Evil was re-fashoned
by the studio and shown as the second half of a double
bill featuring a film entitled The Female Animal. Before his
death, Welles left instructions on how he wanted the film
to be edited; this restored 1998 version reflects these
changes. The film stars Janet Leigh and Charlton Heston
as a couple who’s Mexican honeymoon is disrupted by a
sinister drug lord and features some of the most remark-
ably chiaroscuro images of the film noir period.

Monday, July 19
OTHELLO
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
(1952) dir Welles w/Welles, Micheal MacLiammoir,
Robert Coote, Suzanne Cloutier [90 min]
Shot piecemeal between 1948 and 1951, production on
Othello was frequently disrupted so that Welles could
raise more money. Despite extreme financial hardship
and a revolving-door cast, Welles does justice to
Shakespeare’s play. While many Shakespeare adapta-
tions feature static cameras and dull compositions,
Welles’s version is a visual feast. 

Monday, July 26
THE TRIAL
at 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
(1962) dir Welles w/Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau,
Arnoldo Foa, Romy Schneider, Welles [120 min]
This 1962 film is a startling adaptation of Franz Kafka’s
classic story. Anthony Perkins stars as K who is being
held for a crime, but nobody will tell him what he did. He
must break out of the labyrinthine bureaucracy he lives in
if he wants to save his life, but all the while he is dogged
with a pervasive, unnamable guilt. The Trial marks one of
the only times Welles was able to get his film released
with his original vision unharmed. 

Monday, August 2
New 35mm Prints !
F FOR FAKE
at 3:30, 7:30
(1976) dir Welles w/Welles [85 min]
In this surprising 1973 documentary, Welles considers
themes of trickery, fraud and deception. Famous fakers
are examined, among them a notorious art forger,
Howard Hughes, and Welles himself (who after all, got his
foot in the door with a phony Martian attack). “One of the
most dazzling, equivocal and personal films ever made.” –
Jack Kroll, N e w s w e e k

CONFIDENTIAL AGENT 
(aka Mr. Arkadin)
at 5:30, 9:30
(1955) dir Welles w/Welles, Akim Tamiroff, Gregoire
Aslan, Patricia Medina [95 min]
Released in 1955, CONFIDENTIAL AGENT is another
chance for Welles to explore themes central to his work:
the nature of identity, self-delusion, and the secrets that
drive the very powerful. A wealthy financier hires a man
to research the secrets of his past in a bit to discover
who he really is. Perhaps best described as a reworking
of CITIZEN KANE, this film has been described as Welles
making a film about the kinds of films he used to make.

Monday, August 9
Restored 35mm Print!
MACBETH
at 2:45, 5:00, 7:15. 9:30
(1948) dir Welles w/Welles, Jeanette Nolan, Dan
O’Herlihy, Roddy McDowall [107 min]
In the gloomy, claustrophobic atmosphere of a studio-
shot primitive world, a feudal lord (Welles in the title role)
decides to go for the kingship, with horrifically fated
results. Originally mutilated by its studio – with the origi-
nal Scottish brogues re-dubbed into American accents –
but here fully restored by the UCLA Film & Television
Archive.    “Pure cinema.” – Geoff Andrew, Time Out
(London) (Notes from the Film Forum, NYC)

Friday, Aug 13 – Monday, August 16
New 35mm Print!
THE THIRD MAN
at 3:30, 7:30
(1949) dir Carol Reed w/Joseph Cotton, Welles, Alida
Valli, Trevor Howard
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Friday, Aug 13 & Sunday, Aug 14
Restored New 35mm Print!
THE STRANGER
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sat at 1:30)
(1946) dir Welles w/Welles, Edward G. Robinson, Loretta
Y o u n g
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Sunday, Aug 15 & Monday, Aug 16
New 35mm Print!
LADY FROM SHANGHAI
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sun at 1:30)
(1947) dir Welles w/Welles, Rita Hayworth
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

W E D N E S D AY S
RECENT RAVES

Wednesday, July 14
DOGVILLE
at 177 min 
(2003) dir Lars von Trier w/Nicole Kidman, Lauren Bacall,
Paul Bettany, James Caan, Patricia Clarkson, Jeremy
Davies, Ben Gazzara, Philip Baker Hall, John Hurt
Lars von Trier displays the full extent of his artistic imagi-
nation and ideology in his most recent D O G V I L L E (the first
installment of a proposed trilogy). Nicole Kidman’s Grace
lands in a small Rocky Mountain town (whose name pro-
vides the film’s title) during the Great Depression. She is
on the run from gangsters when she takes refuge there
(or so she thinks). Tom Edison (Bettany) warmly wel-
comes Grace and convinces his neighbors to let her stay
until they decide whether or not to fully accept her. But,
their acceptance comes at a price. 

Wednesday, July 21
The Boston Social Forum Presents
Special Screening and Discussion!
PEACE, PROPOGANDA, AND
THE PROMISED LAND
at 6:30pm
(2004) dir Bathsheba Ratzkoff and Sut Jhally [80 min]
This pivotal video exposes how the foreign policy inter-
ests of American political elites – working in combination
with Israeli public relations strategies – exercise a pow-
erful influence over news reporting about the Middle East
conflict. Combining American and British TV news clips
with observations of analysts, journalists, and political
activists, the film provides an historical overview, a strik-
ing media comparison, and an examination of factors that
have distorted U.S. media coverage and, in turn,
American public opinion.  Co-sponsored by the Arab
American Anti-Discrimination Committee, Mass., United
for Justice with Peace, and the Boston Coalition for
Palestinian Rights 

U.S.  Premiere!
BAREFOOT TO HERAT
at 9:00pm
(2002) dir Majid Majidi [76 min]
Acclaimed Iranian director Majidi (Children of Heaven,
B a r a n) brings his camera into the Afghani refugee camps
during and just after the U.S. war against the Taliban and
uncovers the hidden casualties of war: normal, everyday
people displaced by conflict. Some of these people have
been homeless for decades thanks to continuing war in
their homeland. This naturalistic, unpretentious documen-
tary presents these refugees predominently in their own
words and voices with very little set-up or voice-over
from the filmmaker. A stunning document.

Wednesday, July 28
BUKOWSKI: BORN INTO THIS
at 4:45, 7:15, 9:45, 
(2003) dir John Dullaghan w/Charles Bukowski, Bono,
Sean Penn, Barbet Schroeder, Harry Dean Stanton, Tom
Waits [130 min]
Charles Bukowski, the barfly’s Poet Laureate and author
of such compelling books as Notes of a Dirty Old Man,
Ham on Rye, and Love is a Dog From Hell, led just as com-
pelling a life. This documentary, shot ten years after
Bukowski’s death, provides a different perspective on his
life than Barbet Schroeder’s B a r f l y, a film written by
Bukowski and, as with most of his work, autobiographi-
cal. Bukowski’s love of alcohol and womanizing may not
have been particularly beneficial in his personal life, but
they provided excellent fodder when it came time for him
to sit at the typewriter. Archival interview footage and
passages read aloud from his poems, stories and novels
offer the most direct insight while old friends and admir-
ers such as Bono, Tom Waits and Sean Penn lend their
time for additional understanding (and some starpower).

Wednesday, August 4
The Brattle Film Foundation &
The Cambridge Arts  Council
P r e s e n t
Special Outdoor Screening!
WHALE RIDER
at 7:00pm
at Riverside Press Park in Cambridge, MA
(2002) dir Niki Caro w/Keisha Castle-Hughes, Rawiri
Paratene, Vicki Haughton
Winning the most popular film awards at both the Toronto
and Sundance film festivals, Niki Caro’s WHALE RIDER
provides a refreshing and inspiring look into the not so
ordinary life of a 12 year-old Maori girl and is bolstered by
the Academy Award nominated performance by Castle-
Hughes as the lead, Pai. In present day New Zealand,
Koro and Nanny Flowers, Pai’s grandparents, are raising
her. Her mother and twin brother died during the birth.
Her father (Porourangi) leaves shortly after, rendering
him ineligible to accept the position as chief of the com-
munity. Pai longs to take her father’s place but has to
face her grandfather’s objection and discouragement. Pai
is forced to confront her past and realize her fate.

A live performance by Hanneke Cassel & Jake
Armerding will precede the screening. Co-sponsored by
Passim's Culture for Kids and the Cambridge Arts
Council. Riverside Press Park is located on River Street
at Memorial Drive (Rainsite: ML King School, 100 Putnam
A v e n u e ) .

Wednesday, August 11
The SADDEST MUSIC 
IN THE WORLD 
at 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
(2003) dir Guy Maddin w/Isabella Rossellini, Mark
McKinney, Maria de Medeiros, Ross McMillan [99 min]
Canada’s eccentric national treasure, Guy Maddin is
back and in rare form with this quirky and charming film
about a search for… you guessed it… “the saddest
music in the world.” In Winnipeg during the last days of
Prohibitin, a contest is organized by the local beer
baroness (Rossellini) to encourage folks to (what else)
drink more beer! She figures, what instills the desire to
get plastered more than sad music, and so the call goes
out around the world for the most depressing tunes imag-
inable. Musicians from all continents come to town in
hopes of winning the first prize of $25,000. The wily
American, Chester (Kids In The Hall alum McKinney) is
one of them… as is his estranged brother Roderick in dis-
guise representing Serbia… both of whom have unfin-
ished business with each other and the baroness herself!
Maddin’s deliberately anachronistic filmmaking style
evokes the grainy, black-and-white images of early silent
films and his hilarious and beautiful films have earned him
a devoted cult following all over the world. Do not miss
this opportunity to see his most accessible film to date on
the big screen. 
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Modern Musicals
Tuesday, July 13
CHICAGO
at 2:30, 7:15
(2002) dir Rob Marshall w/Catherine Zeta-Jones, Renee
Zellweger, Richard Gere, Taye Diggs, John C. Reilly,
Queen Latifah [113 min]
This double feature boasts a gaggle of feisty dames with
songs in their hearts and weapons concealed behind
their backs. C H I C A G O explores the public’s fascination
with lurid crimes and the media’s adoration of scheming
murderers. After killing her lover and becoming the most
infamous woman in Chicago, no-talent chorus girl Roxie
Hart (Renee Zellweger) realizes that her high-profile trial
could be her one-way ticket to stardom.

8 WOMEN
at 5:00, 9:45
(2002) dir Francois Ozon w/Catherine Deneuve,
Emmanuelle Beart, Virginie Ledoyen, Ludivine Sagnier
[111 min]
8 WOMEN is a classic Agatha Christie-style murder mys-
tery reimagined as a Hollywood musical by a French
director. Francois Ozon’s film boasts a cast of legendary
French film actresses including Catherine Deneauve and
Isabelle Huppert, and like C H I C A G O, every one gets her
shot at a showstopping musical number.

Tuesday, July 20
CABARET 
at 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(1972) dir Bob Fosse w/Liza Minnelli, Michael York [124 min]
In 1972, Bob Fosse turned a Tony award-winning
Broadway show into an unforgettable film that won eight
Academy Awards. Set in 1930’s Berlin, Liza Minelli stars
as the decadent Sally Bowles. The denizens of Berlin’s
seedy nightlife revel in excess and hedonism; willfully
oblivious to rise of a certain political party. In C A B A R E T,
Fosse explores themes of sexuality that had not previous-
ly been largely seen in mainstream film, and slyly con-
trasts flashy musical numbers with the period’s sinister
political climate. Fosse’s signature, inimitable choreogra-
phy shines.

Tuesday, July 27
The American Prospect,
Atlantic Monthly & 
Mother Jones Present
OUTFOXED: 
Rupert Murdoch’s 
War on Journalism 
at 5:30, 7:45
(2004) dir Robert Greenwald
Vatlh Dung pu’S qoy’. Vagh Doch bIQ’a’S muH wa’ ah Doq
’Iv. Vatlh QumwI’S nom chop vagh let veQDujs. Vatlh SuD
la’quvs ghong vagh QaQ joSES, ’ach vatlh DIvI’S chu’
vagh Doch chals, ach QI’tomer ta’, ’ach wa’ pu’ qoy’.Vatlh
nIQmeHS baH. Vagh ah Do’ joSES toj vatlh Du’S.
Tickets for this special screening are  $15 single ticket
price; $30 single ticket plus subscriptions to all 3 maga-
zines; $50 2 tickets, tote bag, subscriptions to all 3 maga-
zines and more. All ticket levels are available in
advance at www.brattlefilm.org.

Tuesday, August 3
New 35mm Print!
THE MUPPETS 
TAKE MANHATTAN
at 2:45, 7:30
(1984) dir Frank Oz w/Kermit, Miss Piggy, Gonzo, Fozzie
and all the rest plus cameos by Art Carney, Gregory
Hines, Joan Rivers, Elliott Gould, Liza Minnelli, Brooke
Shields, John Landis, and more [94 min]
After the original (which is certainly the best) everyone
has a different favorite Muppet movie but many vote for
this one, as Kermit and the gang travel to New York City
seeking success on Broadway. Their dreams seem out of
reach so the guys go their separate ways but Kermit
stays on track and eventually prevails. When he mysteri-
ously disappears, however, the rest of the Muppets must
decide whether the show can go on without him.

THE BLUES BROTHERS
at 4:45, 9:30
(1980) dir John Landis w/John Belushi, Dan Aykroyd,
James Brown, Ray Charles, Aretha Franklin [133 min]
Dan Ackroyd and John Belushi give hilarious deadpan
performances while carrying out their “mission from
God” to save a Chicago orphanage, but it’s the musical
numbers performed by legends like Ray Charles and
Aretha Franklin that made this rollicking John Landis film
a classic.

Tuesday, August 10
LAGAAN
at 3:15, 7:45
(2001) dir Ashutosh Gowariker w/Aamir Khan, Gracy
Singh, Rachel Shelley, Paul Blackthorne, Suhasini
Mulay [224 min]
Nicknamed Bollywood, the Bombay film industry pro-
duces more films every year than any other country in the
world. LAGAAN is one of Bollywood’s most ambitious and
successful efforts yet. Set in Victorian-era India, L A G A A N
tells the story of a poor village taking on a cold-hearted
British captain in a winner-take-all game of cricket.
Director Ashutosh Gowariker fills his four hour-long epic
with sumptuous musical numbers, comedy, suspense and
Hollywood romance: everything that makes going to the
movies a joyous experience.

Tuesday, August 17
MOULIN ROUGE!
at 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(2001) dir Baz Luhrmann w/Nicole Kidman, Ewan
McGregor, John Leguizamo, Jim Broadbent [127 min]
Set in the famed Parisian dance hall during the 1890’s,
“Moulin Rouge!” has attracted a big cult following since
its 2001 release. With musical numbers ranging from Elton
John’s “Your Song” to Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen
Spirit”, director Baz Luhrmann spins a wacky story about
the doomed love affair between a courtesan (Nicole
Kidman) and an innocent (Ewan McGregor). Roger Ebert
described watching this film as “like being trapped in an
elevator with the circus”. 

F R I D AY, AUGUST 20 – T H U R S D AY, AUGUST 26
Exclusive Area Premiere!

LAST LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE
at 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(2003) dir Pen-ek Ratanaruang  w/ Tadanobu Asano, Sinitta Boonyasak, Laila Boonyasak, Takashi Miike [112 min]
With his latest feature film, Pen-ek Ratanaruang proves to be one the most prolific and exciting directors to emerge in recent years. LAST LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE pairs Ratanaruang
with internationally acclaimed cinematographer Christopher Doyle (In The Mood For Love, H e r o) and Japan's leading actor, Tadanobu Asano (Ichi The Killer, Z a t o i c h i). The collabora-
tion results in a glorious surreal love story laced with magical realism that crosses physical, geographical, and, ultimately, emotional boundaries. Kenji (Asano) is a Japanese librari-
an's assistant living in Bangkok. His quiet lifestyle complements a mysteriousness that masks his obsessive-compulsive and suicidal behavior. Kenji's path becomes disrupted when
Nid, the Thai woman whom he spies on between the bookshelves, dies. By some force of the universe, he befriends Nid's sister Noi, and the two embark on a relationship under-
scored by impending devastation. Noi lures Kenji back into the realm of life's chaotic pleasures, connections, and loss, just as she is about to leave for Osaka. Eventually Kenji's past
and present converge as a trio of Yakuza come looking for him in Bangkok, adding a touch of humor that plays with one of the film's motifs of timing in life and "what if" scenarios.
Kenji and Noi leap to life on-screen via the masterful restraint of Tadanobu and Thai actress Sinitta Boonyasak's strikingly beautiful and delicate performance. LAST LIFE IN THE
U N I V E R S E , with its entrancing atmospheric tone, is an eloquent experience in cinema framed with alluring subtlety and haunting images. (Notes from the Tribeca Film Festival)
“HHHHH! Equally charming and addicting all the way through.” – Film Threat

Boston’s Unofficial Film School for 50 Years
Spring 2004: April 30 – July 8, 2004

C h e r e a u
unpredictable state. Anna (The Piano Teacher’s Huppert), her hus-
ems. There is another family already inhabiting their house… and the
, etc). And, suddenly, the encounter is over… Anna’s husband is dead

ope it is initially perceived as impossible; science-fiction. But TIME OF
ied territory… or a country enmeshed in civil war… or suffering from
rains don’t run, the electricity is out, food is scarce and once friendly

en at night where all is black until a match is lit or dawn lightens the
rue about the world: some people are bad but many people are good,

Wednesday, August 18 & Thursday, August 19
KILL BILL, Volume 1 
at 2:30, 7:30
(2003) dir Quetin Tarantino w/Uma Thurman, Lucy Liu, Vivica A. Fox, Daryl Hannah, D
Chiba, Chiaki Kuriyama [111 min]

KILL BILL, Volume 2
at 4:45, 9:45
(2004) dir Quentin Tarantino w/Uma Thurman, David Carradine, Michael Madsen, Da
It may not be the promised “Integral Version” that Tarantino promises to release in a
present the complete KILL B I L L as we know it. This double feature will allow you to c
Tarantino’s brutal, gorgeous, and ultimately tender universe where a member of an in
Deadly Viper Assassination Squad, is shot and left for dead by their ruthless leader B
(for her attempted murderers) she lives and wake up from her coma years later to un
The Bride’s journey takes her from breathtakingly stylized Japanese nightclubs to the
and through homages to many of the directors and genres that Tarantino is devoted t
summer evening!
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T H U R S D AY S
the art ofSamurai Cinema 

hursday, July 15
0th Anniversary!
EVEN SAMURAI 
3:30, 7:30

954) dir Akira Kurosawa w/Takashi Shimura, Toshiro
fune, Yoshio Inaba [206 min]

s been 50 years since Kurosawa’s timeless samurai
ic was released and it is partly in celebration of this

assic we initiated this series. Takashi Shimura plays a
wn-on-his-luck samurai who agrees to help the resi-
nts of a poor village who are constantly under attack
 bandits. He recruits a band of six other warriors and
ey help the village as best they can. The film culminates
one of the most stunning and visceral battle scenes in
nema, as over 40 bandits assault the village during a
assive downpour. 

hursday, July 22
ew 35mm Print!
ATOICHI: THE FUGITIVE
3:30, 5:30, 7:30

963) dir  Tokuzo Tanaka w/Shintaro Katsu [86 min]
om 1962 to 1989, Shintaro Katsu starred in a whopping
feature films as the character Zatoichi, a blind swords-

an who wanders feudal Japan disguised as a masseur
d combats evil and injustice wherever it is found. Now
th a re-envisioning of the character about to hit US
ores, these classic Japanese films are being widely
cognized in the States for the first time. In this, the
urth installment, Zatoichi is threatened by a gang of
cal yakuza (gangsters) after he beats most of them in a
estling match.  Playful, thrilling and wonderfully acted,

e Zatoichi films are a real treat. Don’t miss this rare
portunity to witness this classic character onscreen.

he Boston Social Forum Presents
review Screening!
HE YES MEN
9 : 3 0 p m

003) dir Dan Ollman, Sarah Price, Chris Smith [80 min]
e team behind American Movie follow THE YES MEN,
o merry pranksters-cum-political activists who, for sev-
al years impersonated officials of the World Trade
ganization. They have appeared at conferences and on
 to promote theories and projects that are absurd
tensions of WTO policies in the Third World.  The fact
at businessmen and lawyers respond to these lunatic
eas as being reasonable simply because they believe
em to come from WTO representatives demonstrates
e key point of THE YES MEN: True believers will accept
e most heinous arguments and propositions if they are
ered by other true believers.

hursday, July 29
WILIGHT SAMURAI
4:45, 7:15, 9:45

002) dir Yoji Yamada w/Hiroyuki Sanada, Rie
yazawa, Nenji Kobayashi [129 min]
owing that there is always room for progression in
murai cinema, Yoji Yamada’s TWILIGHT SAMURAI
plores the human side of these famous warriors. Iguchi
a low level clerk and a trained samurai, after the death
his wife he is left to care for, not only his two young
ls, but his senile mother as well. A tireless worker and

devoted father, he leaves no time for personal care and
 becomes the butt of many jokes amongst his col-
agues. When his childhood sweetheart leaves her abu-
e husband and needs protection it seems as though
ngs are looking up. Unfortunately, the samurai finds

mself bound by honor to a lord who may not have
yone’s best interests at heart. The remarkable Hiroyuki
nada plays Iguchi and partly due to his talent and
arisma TWILIGHT SAMURAI has become a massive
pular and critical hit in Japan.

hursday, August 5
pecial Screening!
BA
6:30 pm
e will be doing a very special screening of an exciting
m here but, unfortunately, as of press time we aren’t
le to officially announce it! Check www.brattlefilm.org
 more info!

pecial Event!
RAILER TREATS
9 : 3 0 p m
e had so much fun at last year’s TRAILER TREATS that
e’re doin’ it again!! And this time we’re hoping it’ll be
en more of a blast. Join us for a night of summertime
ol at the Brattle when we feature a show of our favorite
ilers and shorts from the Brattle’s collection along with
althy helpings of barbeque and beverages AND a per-
mance from local alt-country faves, The Hey Goods!
re to be a great time for all!  This is a 21+ event.

ckets will be available online in advance. Please
eck our website for details and ticket prices.

hursday, August 12
OJIMBO
3:00, 7:15

961) dir Akira Kurosawa w/Toshiro Mifune, Tatsuya
akadai, Yoko Tsukasa [110 min]
an unlikely adaptation, a Dashiell Hammett story (R e d
r v e s t) is transplanted to feudal Japan where a lone
murai wanders into a town divided between two war-
g crime gangs and decides to play them against each

her. One of Kurosawa’s most popular films and a defin-
g film for the onscreen chemistry of Mifune who is
mortalized as the simultaneously wise-ass and saga-
ous samurai.

ISTFUL OF DOLLARS
5:15, 9:30

964) dir Sergio Leone w/Clint Eastwod, Marianne Koch,
an Maria Volonte [99 min]
one and Eastwood remade YOJIMBO three years later
d came up with another iconic and defining film.
stwood plays the immortal, rogue gunslinger character
at he would continue to play versions of for years to
me. Wrapped in his dusty poncho, he takes on an
tire town partly for personal gain but mostly just
cause it seems like the right thing to do.

9

x, Daryl Hannah, David Carradine, Julie Dreyfus, Sonny

chael Madsen, Daryl Hannah, Gordon Liu [136 min]
es to release in a year or so, but we’ll do our best to

will allow you to completely immerse yourself in
a member of an international hitwoman squad, The
ruthless leader Bill on her wedding day. Unfortunately
 years later to undertake a path of bloody revenge.

e nightclubs to the beautifully decrepit Mexican desert
ntino is devoted to. A great way to spend a hot
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F R I D AY & S AT U R D AY 
M I D N I G H T S !

CULT CLASS ICS
Friday, July 9 & Saturday, July 10
New 35mm Print!
PINK FLAMINGOS
at midnight
(1972) dir John Waters w/Divine, David Lochary, Mary
Vivian Pearce, Mink Stole, Danny Mills [108 min]
John Waters is the king of midnight movies and this is
one of his defining films. PINK F L A M I N G O S relates the
adventures of the sleaziest people alive andtheir efforts
to hold onto their title. The immortal Divine is in the lead
as the Queen of Sleaze and she does combat with Mink
Stole as the attemoted usurper of her throne. Sick, twist-
ed and brilliant, Waters’ film was one of the original
Midnight Movie hits and helped to start a craze that con-
tinues to this day. 

Friday, July 16 & Saturday, July 17
The ADVENTURES OF 
BUCKAROO BANZAI
at midnight
(1984) dir w/Peter Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin,
Jeff Goldblum, Christopher Lloyd [103 min]
This deliriously silly homage to early Hollywood serials
and comic book heroes features the underrated Peter
Weller as Buckaroo Banzai, the adventurer / scientist /
rock-star who, along with his band, the Hong Kong
Cavaliers, end up combating an attempted alien invasion
by an army from the 8th Dimension who all go by the
name of John. Just to complicate matters, Bukaroo’s
nemesis - the evil Dr. Emilio Lazardo aka Lord John
Whorfin (a gloriously over-the-top Lithgow) - is the leader
of the invasion! Laugh-a while you can, monkey boy!

Friday, July 23 & Saturday, July 24
MONTY PYTHON’S 
THE MEANING OF LIFE
at midnight
(1983) dir Terry Gilliam, Terry Jones w/Graham Chapman,
John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry Jones,
Michael Palin, Carol Cleveland [107 min]
The final real Monty Python movie, MEANING O F L I F E
features less of a consistent narrative than some of their
other efforts but makes up for it, in typical Python fashion,
with utter madness. Witness the big Catholic musical
n u m b e r , “Every Sperm Is Sacred” or the infamous restau-
rant scene with its “wafer thin mint” or any number of
these gleefully irreverent sketches which hark back to
the spirit of the Flying Circus days.

Friday, July 30 & Saturday, July 31
ICHI THE KILLER
at midnight
(2001) dir Takashi Miike w/Nao Omori, Tadanobu Asano,
Shinya Tsukamoto, Paulyn Sun [129 min]
A new leader of the midnight movie pack is the infamous
and prolific Japanese director, Takashi Miike. A Brattle
favorite, Miike has directed everything from paranoid tor-
ture fantasies to horror-musical-comedies to brutal sci-fi
cop dramas. Here we present one of his most well known
features, ICHI T H E KILLER, a yakuza power-struggle film
taken to the highest level of absurdly flamboyant vio-
lence. Unmistakable, unbelievable and unmissable. 

Friday, Aug 6 & Saturday, Aug 7
SHAOLIN SOCCER
at midnight
(2001) dir Stephen Chow w/Chow, Vicki Zhao, Man Tat
Ng, Yin Tse [87 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Friday, Aug 13 & Sunday, Aug 14
New 35mm Print!
THE APPLE 
at midnight
(1980) dir Menahem Golan w/Catherine Mary Stewart,
George Gilmour, Grace Kennedy, Alan Love [90 min]
Directed by B-movie luminary Menahem Golan, T H E
A P P L E tells the story of a naive couple from Moose Jaw,
Canada as they embark on a quest to become rock stars,
and subsequently fall from grace. Set in the “future” of
1994, THE APPLE has gone down in bad movie history as
one of the campiest films to emerge from the era that
gave us Can’t Stop the Music and X a n a d u. One thing is
for sure: THE APPLE is certainly not your average disco-
musical / Biblical allegory.

Friday, Aug 20 & Saturday, Aug 21
New 35mm Print!
REPO MAN
at midnight
(1984) dir Alex Cox w/ Emilio Estevez, Harry Dean
Stanton, Tracey Walter, Olivia Barash, Dick Rude [92
m i n ]
A punk rock classic, Alex Cox’s REPO M A N never ceases
to amaze. In the realm of genre-bending cult classics, this
film is a true gem. Often quoted, if not frequently under-
stood completely, Cox’s film tells the story of young Otto
(Estevez) who becomes a repo man and gets taken under
the wing of grizzled old-timer, Bud (Stanton). Soon, the
proverbial ‘big score’ looms in the form of a ‘64 Chevy
Malibu with a mysterious cargo in it’s trunk and Bud and
Otto dream of striking it rich by tracking it down.

F R I D AYS, SAT U R D AYS & SUNDAY S

Special
Engagements

Friday, July 9 – Sunday, July 11
Orson Welles : Rogue Genius
New 35mm Print!
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
at 3:00, 7:30
(1942) dir Orson Welles w/Joseph Cotten, Dolores Costello, Anne Baxter, Agnes Moorehead [88 min]
This double-bill boasts two of Welles’s finest artistic achievements. Welles’s 1942 follow-up to CITIZEN KANE, T H E
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS charts the downfall of a wealthy Indianapolis family. This film marks one of the greatest artis-

tic betrayals of Welles’s career: Upon completion of the film,
creative control was seized from Welles and it was cut from
2 hours to 88 minutes. Despite this injustice, T H E
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS remains a “truncated master-
piece”, and an ideal showcase for Welles’s bold direction.

CITIZEN KANE
at 5:00, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 12:30pm)
(1941) dir Welles w/Welles, Joseph Cotton, Dorothy
Comingore, Agnes Moorehead [120 min]
From its Gothic opening at looming Xanadu, through its con-
flicting accounts of a news magnate’s public rise and pri-
vate fall, to its legendary final shot, this is the most electrify-
ing debut in screen history – acting and directing – routinely
voted by international critics the greatest film ever, and an
acknowledged influence and inspiration to the most dis-
parate cineastes. As brilliant and startling today as in 1941,
it remained both Welles’s masterpiece and his nemesis.
“More fun    than any great movie I can think of.” – P a u l i n e
K a e l.  (Notes from the Film Forum, NYC)

Friday, July 16 – Sunday, July 18
Exclusive Area Premiere!
TWENTYNINE PALMS
at 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
(2003) dir Bruno Dumont w/David Wissak, Yekaterina Golubeva [120 min]
Bruno Dumont has gained a reputation for training a brutally honest eye on French culture in his two previous films,
L ’ H u m a n i t é and La Vie de Jesus. Dumont’s films swing from the melancholy to tragic to banal to cripplingly violent with
ease but always carry a telling sense of reality and meaning. With TWENTYNINE PALMS, he turns his attentions to our
shores, specifically the mythic, dry expanses of the American desert. In the film we follow an inglorious roadtrip undertak-
en by a self-centered American photographer and his French-speaking Russian girlfriend. While scouting locations for a
photo shoot in the Joshua Tree Desert, the couple immerse themselves in animalistic sex, petty arguments and excursions
into the lonely, lovely wilderness. The farther the film proceeds the more obvious it becomes that these people are com-
pletely disconnected and alienated not only from the natural setting they find themselves in but also from themselves and
their fellow humans. In the end a shockingly brutal and seemingly meaningless act of violence turns the entire film on its
head and forces the audience to reconsider both the relationship that has unfolded on screen and the intention of the film-
maker in showing us what he has. Dumont’s intention is not difficult to uncover, as a former philosophy professor, his pri-
mary motive is to seriously and methodically remind us of mankind’s capacity for violence and cruelty. Much like last
summer’s Lilya 4-Ever this is a stunning film in more ways than one… and not for the faint-of-heart, as Dumont describes
this as a horror film, one with an ending that recalls I r r e p l a c e a b l e, D e l i v e r a n c e and P s y c h o in equal measure. 

“The sustained force of Mr. Dumont’s vision of existence as a swirl of brute instincts may not be easy to absorb, but it
marks him as a major filmmaker… All three of his movies portray the human condition as an essentially bestial state
ruled by powerful instincts and volatile emotions. What makes his films riveting… is his gift for putting on the screen the
quivering essence of physical life as it’s felt moment by moment… When TWENTYNINE PALMS was recently shown in
the Film Society of Lincoln Center’s Rendez-Vous With French Cinema series, it stirred up an indignant ruckus. But radi-
cal visions that audiences don’t want to accept have a way of doing that. It’s a sign that an unwelcome vision with more
than a grain of truth may be hitting home.” – Stephen Holden, The New York Times

Special Matinees  & M i d n i g h t s !
THE ADVENTURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI
Friday at midnight only  |  Saturday at 12:00 noon, 2:15, and midnight  |  Sunday at 12:00 noon, 2:15 only
(1984) dir w/Peter Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin, Jeff Goldblum, Christopher Lloyd [103 min]
See Midnights column to the right for full description.

Friday, July 23 – Sunday, July 25
New 35mm Print! 40th Anniversary!
DR. STRANGELOVE 
or how I learned to stop worrying and love the bomb
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(1964) dir Stanley Kubrick w/Peter Sellers, George C. Scott, Sterling Hayden, Slim Pickens, James Earl Jones [93 min]
When DR. STRANGELOVE was first released this disclaimer was added to the film: "It is the stated position of the United
States Air Force that their safeguards would prevent the occurrence of such events as are depicted in this film.
Furthermore, it should be noted that none of the characters portrayed in this film are meant to represent any real persons
living or dead. " How reassuring do you think it was to the public that the US Air Force felt the need to add a disclaimer like
this to the beginning of a comedy? 

This was the first film that took a comedic look at the cold war and the fears in a world after the bomb was dropped. Even
today, DR. STRANGELOVE portrays a fascinating and yet unnerving what-if scenario for nuclear war. As one of the most
popular films Kubrick directed, DR. STRANGELOVE is a boldly absurd film that rings true today probably more than we are
comfortable with. Although a political satire from 40 years ago, the film is hilariously timeless. From the Brigadier General's
obsession with preserving his ‘essence’ to the intimate-yet-dysfunctional relationship between the President and the head
of the USSR and the elaborate set of miscommunications and technical glitches that lead to the end of mankind, screen-
writers Peter George, Terry Southern, and Kubrick brought us a list of memorable cinematic moments that have become
part of our social thread. With this summer’s focus on political documentaries it’s good to be reminded that there are other
(sometimes more effective) ways to address issues that affect all of humanity. 

So slap on your cowboy hat, check your rations for some chewing gum and ladies’ pantyhose, and join us at the Brattle for
this special anniversary event.

Friday, July 30 – Sunday, August 1
Exclusive Area Premiere!
KAENA: THE PROPHECY
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(2003) dir Chris Delaporte, Pascal Pinon w/Kirsten Dunst, Richard Harris, Anjelica Huston, Greg Proops [85 min]
The runner up for best animated feature at last year’s Fantasia Festival in Montreal (the winner was the unquestionably
amazing Tamala 2010) this French computer animated feature is a wonderful fantasy/sci-fi film that evokes the immortal
French classic Fantastic Planet as well as the work of Moebius and even the rock’n’roll animation of Heavy Metal. On a
faraway planet, the human population lives on a giant world-tree known as Axis. For years these peaceful, naturalistic
people have lived in simple comfort and worshipped their gods. But now, their home is dying, it’s life-giving sap is running
dry and no one – not even the gods – has an answer about why. Kaena, a young girl with the heart of a rebel (and the voice
of Kirsten Dunst), has been having strange dreams and believes that Axis is calling for her help. She will begin a perilous
quest to discover what ails her world that will lead her into the deepest, most unknown roots of the tree. Aided by a myste-
rious creature from another planet and in defiance of her friends and family, she will finally uncover the truth about the ori-
gins of her world.

KAENA features some of the most stunning imagery seen in an animated film in a long time. In the era of Pixar’s cartoonish
versions of reality, this film uses animation to create new worlds and creatures that defy imagination. In pursuit of creating
a quality film the director, Chris Delaporte, opted to work directly with the English speaking cast and the result is that the
performances are top-notch and feature some excellent actors including Richard Harris, Anjelica Huston, and Dunst.
Delaporte’s origins are in video game design and, in fact, Kaena’s world began as the background for a proposed game.
Fortunately for us, he was encouraged to expand his original designs into a full-blown feature film. In the process he has
created one of the most stunning and intricate (and expensive) animated productions ever created in France.

Friday, August 6 – Sunday, August 8
Exclusive Area Premiere!
SHAOLIN SOCCER
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, and midnight  (+ Sat & Sun at 1:30)
(2001) dir Stephen Chow w/Chow, Vicki Zhao, Man Tat Ng, Yin Tse [87 min]
Let’s just put it out there… Stephen Chow is hilarious! He is one of the biggest comedy stars of Hong Kong and China… if
pressed one could describe him to the uninitiated as a bizarre combination of Jim Carrey, Bruce Lee, and Charlie Chaplin
who often stars in Zucker Brothers level spoofs of popular genre films. Probably his best-known film in the States is the
kung-fu cooking flick, God of Cookery, which took the Iron Chef concept (already popular in Asia) to its ludicrously extend-
ed conclusion with master chefs competing in literal cooking battles. SHAOLIN SOCCER continues on in a similar premise
but this time transplants the action to the soccer field. Chow plays Sing, a Shaolin monk who is trying to find a way to
spread the word about kung fu. After meeting an embittered ex-player (known as The Golden Leg), he becomes convinced
that the best way to do this is to become a soccer star and he dutifully gathers his Shaolin brothers to his side to form his
team. Chow seamlessly melds together the silly conventions of not only the sports saga and martial arts epic but also the
Spaghetti Western, WWII battlefield films and Jerry Lewis comedies, and applies them to a comic coming-of-age story. As
with all of the best spoofs, SHAOLIN SOCCER both pokes fun at and pays homage to its sources – what could be a better
validation of the seemingly hokey story than to see in the uproarious final scene that the entire world has been gripped by
kung fu fever!

“HK icon Stephen Chow’s Shaolin Soccer delivers on its cog-diss title, pitting a group of down-at-the-heels martial arts
monks against the pharmaceutically enhanced ball-booters known as Team Evil. Chow sings, sprints, and kicks with
boundless energy, but for all his enthusiasm, he keeps his cool. Crammed with wild action, obvious but well-mounted
gags, and playful effects, the film is refreshingly silly. Bend it like Stephen!” – Ed Park, The Village Voice

“Ridiculously entertaining… Only the terminally joyless will likely be able to resist.” – The Onion

Friday, August 13 – Monday, August 16
Orson Welles : Rogue Genius
New 35mm Print!
THE THIRD MAN
at 3:30, 7:30
(1949) dir Carol Reed w/Joseph Cotton, Welles, Alida Valli, Trevor Howard [100 min]
Welles delivers a career-making performance in this 1949 thriller. Joseph Cotton stars as Holly Martins, an American come
to Vienna at the request of an old friend (Welles). When Martins arrives in Vienna, his college chum is dead and when he
starts to look into it he uncovers some unexpected and dangerous secrets about his friend. Director Carol Reed establish-
es an atmosphere that suggests a confused, off-kilter Europe still reeling from the war… certainly no place for a trusting
A m e r i c a n .
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Friday, Aug 13 & Saturday, Aug 14
Restored New 35mm Print!
THE STRANGER
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sat at 1:30)
(1946) dir Welles w/Welles, Edward G. Robinson, Loretta
Young [95 min]
It’s I Married a Nazi War Criminal , as War Crimes
Commissioner Edward G. Robinson tracks the supposed
mastermind of the Final Solution to a quiet Connecticut vil-
lage, the home of boys’ school prof Welles and all-
American bride Loretta Young, as well as of a looming 124-
foot clock tower, scene of the hair-raising climax. Welles’s
return to Hollywood directing after his firing from RKO was
his only film to be ‘very profitable.’ (Notes from the Film
Forum, NYC)

Sunday, Aug 15 & Monday, Aug 16
New 35mm Print!
LADY FROM SHANGHAI
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sun at 1:30)
(1947) dir Welles w/Welles, Rita Hayworth [90 min]
One of the most deliriously beautiful, prodigiously crazy
films ever made. At once Welles’ farewell to his estranged
wife Rita Hayworth and a seriocomic exploration of the
everyday viciousness of the rich and powerful, this
remains one of his most consistently inventive
films. The convoluted story, featuring an itinerant sailor
(Welles at his most endearingly hammy) who falls for a
radiant young woman of mystery (Hayworth) while falling
in with her treacherous husband (Everett Sloane) and his
cohorts, allows Welles to create an inside-out world, lead-
ing to a spectacular shoot-out in a hall of mirrors. ( N o t e s
from the Jacob Burns Film Center)

Friday, July 9
In Honor of National
Puzzlers’  League Convention
WORD WARS
at 1:00pm
(2004) dir Eric Chaikin, Julian Petrillo [80 min]
This special screening of the acclaimed documentary
on the heretofore unexamined realm of competition
Scrabble is in honor of the National Puzzlers League
Convention  which is taking place in Cambridge this
weekend. WORD WARS is a quirky doc that tracks the
ups and downs of several devotees to the immortal
cross words board game. A truly engaging film that has
received a treasured “Two Thumbs Up” from Ebert &
Roeper. For more information on the National Puzzlers’
Leauge please visit www.puzzlers.org. C o n v e n t i o n
attendees will receive a special discounted $6.00
ticket price for this show with badge.

F R I D AY, JUNE 25 – T H U R S D AY, JULY 8
Exclusive Area Premiere!
From The Director of The Piano Teacher!

The Time of the Wolf
at 2:30, 5:00, 7:20, 9:40 (Please Note: No 9:40 show on Sunday, July 4)
(2003) dir Michael Haneke w/Isabelle Huppert, Anaïs Demoustier, Lucas Biscombe, Hakim Taleb, Olivier Gourmet, Beatrice Dalle, Patrice Chereau
With absolutely no exposition, director Michael Haneke (The Piano Teacher) creates a stunning story of a family thrust into a dangerous and unpredictable sta
band and their two children arrive at their country house for what seems like an innocent vacation but, as we soon discover, all is not as it seems. There is ano
husband of this one has a rifle. Soon he is barraging Anna’s family with strange questions (how much food and water do they have with them, etc). And, sudde
and she andher children have been forced out into the countryside with little of their possessions and no clear idea what to do next.

If this film was set in Iraq or some Baltic State, we would see it as a fact-based drama, but because this is clearly affluent, safe Western Europe it is initially pe
THE WOLF is not a science-fiction film, insists its director, but an inverted portrait of the world as it appears to many. This is France as occupied territory… or 
an epidemic… where what is comfortable and familiar has been corrupted and turned on its head. Livestock burns in the town squares, the trains don’t run, th
neighbors are now uneasy xenophobes while homeless strangers can become valuable allies.

Shot in an extremely beautiful naturalistic style, TIME OF THE WOLF unfolds in widescreen – some of the most breathtaking sequences happen at night where
horizon. An unsettling and thought-provoking film that explores very dark themes but manages to avoid being nihilistic by hewing to what is true about the wor
desperation breeds strange bedfellows but strong bonds, and there is always room for hope.
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M O N D AY S

ORSON WELLES:
Rogue Genius

Friday, July 9 – Sunday, July 11
New 35mm Print!
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
at 3:00, 7:30
(1942) dir Orson Welles w/Joseph Cotten, Dolores
Costello, Anne Baxter, Agnes Moorehead [88 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

CITIZEN KANE
at 5:00, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 12:30pm)
(1941) dir Welles w/Welles, Joseph Cotton, Dorothy
Comingore, Agnes Moorehead [120 min]
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Monday, July 12
TOUCH OF EVIL
at 2:40, 5:00, 7:20, 9:40
(1958) dir Welles w/Welles, Charlton Heston, Janet
Leigh, Akim Tamiroff, Marlene Dietrich [112 min]
Welles was fired as director during post-production of
this 1959 film noir classic. Touch of Evil was re-fashoned
by the studio and shown as the second half of a double
bill featuring a film entitled The Female Animal. Before his
death, Welles left instructions on how he wanted the film
to be edited; this restored 1998 version reflects these
changes. The film stars Janet Leigh and Charlton Heston
as a couple who’s Mexican honeymoon is disrupted by a
sinister drug lord and features some of the most remark-
ably chiaroscuro images of the film noir period.

Monday, July 19
OTHELLO
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
(1952) dir Welles w/Welles, Micheal MacLiammoir,
Robert Coote, Suzanne Cloutier [90 min]
Shot piecemeal between 1948 and 1951, production on
Othello was frequently disrupted so that Welles could
raise more money. Despite extreme financial hardship
and a revolving-door cast, Welles does justice to
Shakespeare’s play. While many Shakespeare adapta-
tions feature static cameras and dull compositions,
Welles’s version is a visual feast. 

Monday, July 26
THE TRIAL
at 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
(1962) dir Welles w/Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau,
Arnoldo Foa, Romy Schneider, Welles [120 min]
This 1962 film is a startling adaptation of Franz Kafka’s
classic story. Anthony Perkins stars as K who is being
held for a crime, but nobody will tell him what he did. He
must break out of the labyrinthine bureaucracy he lives in
if he wants to save his life, but all the while he is dogged
with a pervasive, unnamable guilt. The Trial marks one of
the only times Welles was able to get his film released
with his original vision unharmed. 

Monday, August 2
New 35mm Prints !
F FOR FAKE
at 3:30, 7:30
(1976) dir Welles w/Welles [85 min]
In this surprising 1973 documentary, Welles considers
themes of trickery, fraud and deception. Famous fakers
are examined, among them a notorious art forger,
Howard Hughes, and Welles himself (who after all, got his
foot in the door with a phony Martian attack). “One of the
most dazzling, equivocal and personal films ever made.” –
Jack Kroll, N e w s w e e k

CONFIDENTIAL AGENT 
(aka Mr. Arkadin)
at 5:30, 9:30
(1955) dir Welles w/Welles, Akim Tamiroff, Gregoire
Aslan, Patricia Medina [95 min]
Released in 1955, CONFIDENTIAL AGENT is another
chance for Welles to explore themes central to his work:
the nature of identity, self-delusion, and the secrets that
drive the very powerful. A wealthy financier hires a man
to research the secrets of his past in a bit to discover
who he really is. Perhaps best described as a reworking
of CITIZEN KANE, this film has been described as Welles
making a film about the kinds of films he used to make.

Monday, August 9
Restored 35mm Print!
MACBETH
at 2:45, 5:00, 7:15. 9:30
(1948) dir Welles w/Welles, Jeanette Nolan, Dan
O’Herlihy, Roddy McDowall [107 min]
In the gloomy, claustrophobic atmosphere of a studio-
shot primitive world, a feudal lord (Welles in the title role)
decides to go for the kingship, with horrifically fated
results. Originally mutilated by its studio – with the origi-
nal Scottish brogues re-dubbed into American accents –
but here fully restored by the UCLA Film & Television
Archive.    “Pure cinema.” – Geoff Andrew, Time Out
(London) (Notes from the Film Forum, NYC)

Friday, Aug 13 – Monday, August 16
New 35mm Print!
THE THIRD MAN
at 3:30, 7:30
(1949) dir Carol Reed w/Joseph Cotton, Welles, Alida
Valli, Trevor Howard
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Friday, Aug 13 & Sunday, Aug 14
Restored New 35mm Print!
THE STRANGER
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sat at 1:30)
(1946) dir Welles w/Welles, Edward G. Robinson, Loretta
Y o u n g
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

Sunday, Aug 15 & Monday, Aug 16
New 35mm Print!
LADY FROM SHANGHAI
at 5:30, 9:30 (+ Sun at 1:30)
(1947) dir Welles w/Welles, Rita Hayworth
See Weekends column at left  for full description.

W E D N E S D AY S
RECENT RAVES

Wednesday, July 14
DOGVILLE
at 177 min 
(2003) dir Lars von Trier w/Nicole Kidman, Lauren Bacall,
Paul Bettany, James Caan, Patricia Clarkson, Jeremy
Davies, Ben Gazzara, Philip Baker Hall, John Hurt
Lars von Trier displays the full extent of his artistic imagi-
nation and ideology in his most recent D O G V I L L E (the first
installment of a proposed trilogy). Nicole Kidman’s Grace
lands in a small Rocky Mountain town (whose name pro-
vides the film’s title) during the Great Depression. She is
on the run from gangsters when she takes refuge there
(or so she thinks). Tom Edison (Bettany) warmly wel-
comes Grace and convinces his neighbors to let her stay
until they decide whether or not to fully accept her. But,
their acceptance comes at a price. 

Wednesday, July 21
The Boston Social Forum Presents
Special Screening and Discussion!
PEACE, PROPOGANDA, AND
THE PROMISED LAND
at 6:30pm
(2004) dir Bathsheba Ratzkoff and Sut Jhally [80 min]
This pivotal video exposes how the foreign policy inter-
ests of American political elites – working in combination
with Israeli public relations strategies – exercise a pow-
erful influence over news reporting about the Middle East
conflict. Combining American and British TV news clips
with observations of analysts, journalists, and political
activists, the film provides an historical overview, a strik-
ing media comparison, and an examination of factors that
have distorted U.S. media coverage and, in turn,
American public opinion.  Co-sponsored by the Arab
American Anti-Discrimination Committee, Mass., United
for Justice with Peace, and the Boston Coalition for
Palestinian Rights 

U.S.  Premiere!
BAREFOOT TO HERAT
at 9:00pm
(2002) dir Majid Majidi [76 min]
Acclaimed Iranian director Majidi (Children of Heaven,
B a r a n) brings his camera into the Afghani refugee camps
during and just after the U.S. war against the Taliban and
uncovers the hidden casualties of war: normal, everyday
people displaced by conflict. Some of these people have
been homeless for decades thanks to continuing war in
their homeland. This naturalistic, unpretentious documen-
tary presents these refugees predominently in their own
words and voices with very little set-up or voice-over
from the filmmaker. A stunning document.

Wednesday, July 28
BUKOWSKI: BORN INTO THIS
at 4:45, 7:15, 9:45, 
(2003) dir John Dullaghan w/Charles Bukowski, Bono,
Sean Penn, Barbet Schroeder, Harry Dean Stanton, Tom
Waits [130 min]
Charles Bukowski, the barfly’s Poet Laureate and author
of such compelling books as Notes of a Dirty Old Man,
Ham on Rye, and Love is a Dog From Hell, led just as com-
pelling a life. This documentary, shot ten years after
Bukowski’s death, provides a different perspective on his
life than Barbet Schroeder’s B a r f l y, a film written by
Bukowski and, as with most of his work, autobiographi-
cal. Bukowski’s love of alcohol and womanizing may not
have been particularly beneficial in his personal life, but
they provided excellent fodder when it came time for him
to sit at the typewriter. Archival interview footage and
passages read aloud from his poems, stories and novels
offer the most direct insight while old friends and admir-
ers such as Bono, Tom Waits and Sean Penn lend their
time for additional understanding (and some starpower).

Wednesday, August 4
The Brattle Film Foundation &
The Cambridge Arts  Council
P r e s e n t
Special Outdoor Screening!
WHALE RIDER
at 7:00pm
at Riverside Press Park in Cambridge, MA
(2002) dir Niki Caro w/Keisha Castle-Hughes, Rawiri
Paratene, Vicki Haughton
Winning the most popular film awards at both the Toronto
and Sundance film festivals, Niki Caro’s WHALE RIDER
provides a refreshing and inspiring look into the not so
ordinary life of a 12 year-old Maori girl and is bolstered by
the Academy Award nominated performance by Castle-
Hughes as the lead, Pai. In present day New Zealand,
Koro and Nanny Flowers, Pai’s grandparents, are raising
her. Her mother and twin brother died during the birth.
Her father (Porourangi) leaves shortly after, rendering
him ineligible to accept the position as chief of the com-
munity. Pai longs to take her father’s place but has to
face her grandfather’s objection and discouragement. Pai
is forced to confront her past and realize her fate.

A live performance by Hanneke Cassel & Jake
Armerding will precede the screening. Co-sponsored by
Passim's Culture for Kids and the Cambridge Arts
Council. Riverside Press Park is located on River Street
at Memorial Drive (Rainsite: ML King School, 100 Putnam
A v e n u e ) .

Wednesday, August 11
The SADDEST MUSIC 
IN THE WORLD 
at 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
(2003) dir Guy Maddin w/Isabella Rossellini, Mark
McKinney, Maria de Medeiros, Ross McMillan [99 min]
Canada’s eccentric national treasure, Guy Maddin is
back and in rare form with this quirky and charming film
about a search for… you guessed it… “the saddest
music in the world.” In Winnipeg during the last days of
Prohibitin, a contest is organized by the local beer
baroness (Rossellini) to encourage folks to (what else)
drink more beer! She figures, what instills the desire to
get plastered more than sad music, and so the call goes
out around the world for the most depressing tunes imag-
inable. Musicians from all continents come to town in
hopes of winning the first prize of $25,000. The wily
American, Chester (Kids In The Hall alum McKinney) is
one of them… as is his estranged brother Roderick in dis-
guise representing Serbia… both of whom have unfin-
ished business with each other and the baroness herself!
Maddin’s deliberately anachronistic filmmaking style
evokes the grainy, black-and-white images of early silent
films and his hilarious and beautiful films have earned him
a devoted cult following all over the world. Do not miss
this opportunity to see his most accessible film to date on
the big screen. 
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Modern Musicals
Tuesday, July 13
CHICAGO
at 2:30, 7:15
(2002) dir Rob Marshall w/Catherine Zeta-Jones, Renee
Zellweger, Richard Gere, Taye Diggs, John C. Reilly,
Queen Latifah [113 min]
This double feature boasts a gaggle of feisty dames with
songs in their hearts and weapons concealed behind
their backs. C H I C A G O explores the public’s fascination
with lurid crimes and the media’s adoration of scheming
murderers. After killing her lover and becoming the most
infamous woman in Chicago, no-talent chorus girl Roxie
Hart (Renee Zellweger) realizes that her high-profile trial
could be her one-way ticket to stardom.

8 WOMEN
at 5:00, 9:45
(2002) dir Francois Ozon w/Catherine Deneuve,
Emmanuelle Beart, Virginie Ledoyen, Ludivine Sagnier
[111 min]
8 WOMEN is a classic Agatha Christie-style murder mys-
tery reimagined as a Hollywood musical by a French
director. Francois Ozon’s film boasts a cast of legendary
French film actresses including Catherine Deneauve and
Isabelle Huppert, and like C H I C A G O, every one gets her
shot at a showstopping musical number.

Tuesday, July 20
CABARET 
at 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(1972) dir Bob Fosse w/Liza Minnelli, Michael York [124 min]
In 1972, Bob Fosse turned a Tony award-winning
Broadway show into an unforgettable film that won eight
Academy Awards. Set in 1930’s Berlin, Liza Minelli stars
as the decadent Sally Bowles. The denizens of Berlin’s
seedy nightlife revel in excess and hedonism; willfully
oblivious to rise of a certain political party. In C A B A R E T,
Fosse explores themes of sexuality that had not previous-
ly been largely seen in mainstream film, and slyly con-
trasts flashy musical numbers with the period’s sinister
political climate. Fosse’s signature, inimitable choreogra-
phy shines.

Tuesday, July 27
The American Prospect,
Atlantic Monthly & 
Mother Jones Present
OUTFOXED: 
Rupert Murdoch’s 
War on Journalism 
at 5:30, 7:45
(2004) dir Robert Greenwald
Vatlh Dung pu’S qoy’. Vagh Doch bIQ’a’S muH wa’ ah Doq
’Iv. Vatlh QumwI’S nom chop vagh let veQDujs. Vatlh SuD
la’quvs ghong vagh QaQ joSES, ’ach vatlh DIvI’S chu’
vagh Doch chals, ach QI’tomer ta’, ’ach wa’ pu’ qoy’.Vatlh
nIQmeHS baH. Vagh ah Do’ joSES toj vatlh Du’S.
Tickets for this special screening are  $15 single ticket
price; $30 single ticket plus subscriptions to all 3 maga-
zines; $50 2 tickets, tote bag, subscriptions to all 3 maga-
zines and more. All ticket levels are available in
advance at www.brattlefilm.org.

Tuesday, August 3
New 35mm Print!
THE MUPPETS 
TAKE MANHATTAN
at 2:45, 7:30
(1984) dir Frank Oz w/Kermit, Miss Piggy, Gonzo, Fozzie
and all the rest plus cameos by Art Carney, Gregory
Hines, Joan Rivers, Elliott Gould, Liza Minnelli, Brooke
Shields, John Landis, and more [94 min]
After the original (which is certainly the best) everyone
has a different favorite Muppet movie but many vote for
this one, as Kermit and the gang travel to New York City
seeking success on Broadway. Their dreams seem out of
reach so the guys go their separate ways but Kermit
stays on track and eventually prevails. When he mysteri-
ously disappears, however, the rest of the Muppets must
decide whether the show can go on without him.

THE BLUES BROTHERS
at 4:45, 9:30
(1980) dir John Landis w/John Belushi, Dan Aykroyd,
James Brown, Ray Charles, Aretha Franklin [133 min]
Dan Ackroyd and John Belushi give hilarious deadpan
performances while carrying out their “mission from
God” to save a Chicago orphanage, but it’s the musical
numbers performed by legends like Ray Charles and
Aretha Franklin that made this rollicking John Landis film
a classic.

Tuesday, August 10
LAGAAN
at 3:15, 7:45
(2001) dir Ashutosh Gowariker w/Aamir Khan, Gracy
Singh, Rachel Shelley, Paul Blackthorne, Suhasini
Mulay [224 min]
Nicknamed Bollywood, the Bombay film industry pro-
duces more films every year than any other country in the
world. LAGAAN is one of Bollywood’s most ambitious and
successful efforts yet. Set in Victorian-era India, L A G A A N
tells the story of a poor village taking on a cold-hearted
British captain in a winner-take-all game of cricket.
Director Ashutosh Gowariker fills his four hour-long epic
with sumptuous musical numbers, comedy, suspense and
Hollywood romance: everything that makes going to the
movies a joyous experience.

Tuesday, August 17
MOULIN ROUGE!
at 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(2001) dir Baz Luhrmann w/Nicole Kidman, Ewan
McGregor, John Leguizamo, Jim Broadbent [127 min]
Set in the famed Parisian dance hall during the 1890’s,
“Moulin Rouge!” has attracted a big cult following since
its 2001 release. With musical numbers ranging from Elton
John’s “Your Song” to Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen
Spirit”, director Baz Luhrmann spins a wacky story about
the doomed love affair between a courtesan (Nicole
Kidman) and an innocent (Ewan McGregor). Roger Ebert
described watching this film as “like being trapped in an
elevator with the circus”. 

F R I D AY, AUGUST 20 – T H U R S D AY, AUGUST 26
Exclusive Area Premiere!

LAST LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE
at 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(2003) dir Pen-ek Ratanaruang  w/ Tadanobu Asano, Sinitta Boonyasak, Laila Boonyasak, Takashi Miike [112 min]
With his latest feature film, Pen-ek Ratanaruang proves to be one the most prolific and exciting directors to emerge in recent years. LAST LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE pairs Ratanaruang
with internationally acclaimed cinematographer Christopher Doyle (In The Mood For Love, H e r o) and Japan's leading actor, Tadanobu Asano (Ichi The Killer, Z a t o i c h i). The collabora-
tion results in a glorious surreal love story laced with magical realism that crosses physical, geographical, and, ultimately, emotional boundaries. Kenji (Asano) is a Japanese librari-
an's assistant living in Bangkok. His quiet lifestyle complements a mysteriousness that masks his obsessive-compulsive and suicidal behavior. Kenji's path becomes disrupted when
Nid, the Thai woman whom he spies on between the bookshelves, dies. By some force of the universe, he befriends Nid's sister Noi, and the two embark on a relationship under-
scored by impending devastation. Noi lures Kenji back into the realm of life's chaotic pleasures, connections, and loss, just as she is about to leave for Osaka. Eventually Kenji's past
and present converge as a trio of Yakuza come looking for him in Bangkok, adding a touch of humor that plays with one of the film's motifs of timing in life and "what if" scenarios.
Kenji and Noi leap to life on-screen via the masterful restraint of Tadanobu and Thai actress Sinitta Boonyasak's strikingly beautiful and delicate performance. LAST LIFE IN THE
U N I V E R S E , with its entrancing atmospheric tone, is an eloquent experience in cinema framed with alluring subtlety and haunting images. (Notes from the Tribeca Film Festival)
“HHHHH! Equally charming and addicting all the way through.” – Film Threat

Boston’s Unofficial Film School for 50 Years
Spring 2004: April 30 – July 8, 2004

C h e r e a u
unpredictable state. Anna (The Piano Teacher’s Huppert), her hus-
ems. There is another family already inhabiting their house… and the
, etc). And, suddenly, the encounter is over… Anna’s husband is dead

ope it is initially perceived as impossible; science-fiction. But TIME OF
ied territory… or a country enmeshed in civil war… or suffering from
rains don’t run, the electricity is out, food is scarce and once friendly

en at night where all is black until a match is lit or dawn lightens the
rue about the world: some people are bad but many people are good,

Wednesday, August 18 & Thursday, August 19
KILL BILL, Volume 1 
at 2:30, 7:30
(2003) dir Quetin Tarantino w/Uma Thurman, Lucy Liu, Vivica A. Fox, Daryl Hannah, D
Chiba, Chiaki Kuriyama [111 min]

KILL BILL, Volume 2
at 4:45, 9:45
(2004) dir Quentin Tarantino w/Uma Thurman, David Carradine, Michael Madsen, Da
It may not be the promised “Integral Version” that Tarantino promises to release in a
present the complete KILL B I L L as we know it. This double feature will allow you to c
Tarantino’s brutal, gorgeous, and ultimately tender universe where a member of an in
Deadly Viper Assassination Squad, is shot and left for dead by their ruthless leader B
(for her attempted murderers) she lives and wake up from her coma years later to un
The Bride’s journey takes her from breathtakingly stylized Japanese nightclubs to the
and through homages to many of the directors and genres that Tarantino is devoted t
summer evening!
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T H U R S D AY S
the art ofSamurai Cinema 

hursday, July 15
0th Anniversary!
EVEN SAMURAI 
3:30, 7:30

954) dir Akira Kurosawa w/Takashi Shimura, Toshiro
fune, Yoshio Inaba [206 min]

s been 50 years since Kurosawa’s timeless samurai
ic was released and it is partly in celebration of this

assic we initiated this series. Takashi Shimura plays a
wn-on-his-luck samurai who agrees to help the resi-
nts of a poor village who are constantly under attack
 bandits. He recruits a band of six other warriors and
ey help the village as best they can. The film culminates
one of the most stunning and visceral battle scenes in
nema, as over 40 bandits assault the village during a
assive downpour. 

hursday, July 22
ew 35mm Print!
ATOICHI: THE FUGITIVE
3:30, 5:30, 7:30

963) dir  Tokuzo Tanaka w/Shintaro Katsu [86 min]
om 1962 to 1989, Shintaro Katsu starred in a whopping
feature films as the character Zatoichi, a blind swords-

an who wanders feudal Japan disguised as a masseur
d combats evil and injustice wherever it is found. Now
th a re-envisioning of the character about to hit US
ores, these classic Japanese films are being widely
cognized in the States for the first time. In this, the
urth installment, Zatoichi is threatened by a gang of
cal yakuza (gangsters) after he beats most of them in a
estling match.  Playful, thrilling and wonderfully acted,

e Zatoichi films are a real treat. Don’t miss this rare
portunity to witness this classic character onscreen.

he Boston Social Forum Presents
review Screening!
HE YES MEN
9 : 3 0 p m

003) dir Dan Ollman, Sarah Price, Chris Smith [80 min]
e team behind American Movie follow THE YES MEN,
o merry pranksters-cum-political activists who, for sev-
al years impersonated officials of the World Trade
ganization. They have appeared at conferences and on
 to promote theories and projects that are absurd
tensions of WTO policies in the Third World.  The fact
at businessmen and lawyers respond to these lunatic
eas as being reasonable simply because they believe
em to come from WTO representatives demonstrates
e key point of THE YES MEN: True believers will accept
e most heinous arguments and propositions if they are
ered by other true believers.

hursday, July 29
WILIGHT SAMURAI
4:45, 7:15, 9:45

002) dir Yoji Yamada w/Hiroyuki Sanada, Rie
yazawa, Nenji Kobayashi [129 min]
owing that there is always room for progression in
murai cinema, Yoji Yamada’s TWILIGHT SAMURAI
plores the human side of these famous warriors. Iguchi
a low level clerk and a trained samurai, after the death
his wife he is left to care for, not only his two young
ls, but his senile mother as well. A tireless worker and

devoted father, he leaves no time for personal care and
 becomes the butt of many jokes amongst his col-
agues. When his childhood sweetheart leaves her abu-
e husband and needs protection it seems as though
ngs are looking up. Unfortunately, the samurai finds

mself bound by honor to a lord who may not have
yone’s best interests at heart. The remarkable Hiroyuki
nada plays Iguchi and partly due to his talent and
arisma TWILIGHT SAMURAI has become a massive
pular and critical hit in Japan.

hursday, August 5
pecial Screening!
BA
6:30 pm
e will be doing a very special screening of an exciting
m here but, unfortunately, as of press time we aren’t
le to officially announce it! Check www.brattlefilm.org
 more info!

pecial Event!
RAILER TREATS
9 : 3 0 p m
e had so much fun at last year’s TRAILER TREATS that
e’re doin’ it again!! And this time we’re hoping it’ll be
en more of a blast. Join us for a night of summertime
ol at the Brattle when we feature a show of our favorite
ilers and shorts from the Brattle’s collection along with
althy helpings of barbeque and beverages AND a per-
mance from local alt-country faves, The Hey Goods!
re to be a great time for all!  This is a 21+ event.

ckets will be available online in advance. Please
eck our website for details and ticket prices.

hursday, August 12
OJIMBO
3:00, 7:15

961) dir Akira Kurosawa w/Toshiro Mifune, Tatsuya
akadai, Yoko Tsukasa [110 min]
an unlikely adaptation, a Dashiell Hammett story (R e d
r v e s t) is transplanted to feudal Japan where a lone
murai wanders into a town divided between two war-
g crime gangs and decides to play them against each

her. One of Kurosawa’s most popular films and a defin-
g film for the onscreen chemistry of Mifune who is
mortalized as the simultaneously wise-ass and saga-
ous samurai.

ISTFUL OF DOLLARS
5:15, 9:30

964) dir Sergio Leone w/Clint Eastwod, Marianne Koch,
an Maria Volonte [99 min]
one and Eastwood remade YOJIMBO three years later
d came up with another iconic and defining film.
stwood plays the immortal, rogue gunslinger character
at he would continue to play versions of for years to
me. Wrapped in his dusty poncho, he takes on an
tire town partly for personal gain but mostly just
cause it seems like the right thing to do.

9

x, Daryl Hannah, David Carradine, Julie Dreyfus, Sonny

chael Madsen, Daryl Hannah, Gordon Liu [136 min]
es to release in a year or so, but we’ll do our best to

will allow you to completely immerse yourself in
a member of an international hitwoman squad, The
ruthless leader Bill on her wedding day. Unfortunately
 years later to undertake a path of bloody revenge.

e nightclubs to the beautifully decrepit Mexican desert
ntino is devoted to. A great way to spend a hot
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